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OfficeTeam 2021

Within these pages, you’ll discover one of the UK’s largest furniture and interiors ranges.

Our extensive product selection is paired with our ‘white glove’ delivery and installation service.

Whether you are looking to expand, relocate, or simply refresh your existing office furniture you will be supported 
by our experienced team who can help you at every step – from product selection through to delivery and 
installation.

The office environment is changing, and indeed so is the way in which we work, with more companies now 
switching to hybrid and flexible working patterns. Whilst the need for traditional areas within the workplace 
remains, succeeding together in a collaborative way is very much a part of our daily practice and we need to 
provide a setting to enable both of these types of approach. 

Given the diverse requirements of the modern office, we have further developed our product ranges to provide 
solutions for all working practices across a variety of work spaces.

Each of the products in this directory has been carefully selected from the most reputable manufacturers, to 
ensure quality in design and finish. Continuity of supply is also crucial, along with giving close consideration to the 
environmental credentials of the products, and the manufacturers of them.

About us 

Our partners

Furniture and Interior Services

OfficeTeam is part of OT Group, part of the Paragon Group of companies.

Paragon Group is a leading provider of Customer Communications, Identification, Graphics and Workplace 
Services, combining generations of experience with the latest innovations in technology and smart data. Paragon 
Group is an international organisation present in over 20 countries with a global sales reach of €838 million 
turnover, and more than 8,500 employees.

OfficeTeam was acquired by Paragon Group in May 2020, and enables us to provide our customers with even 
greater opportunities for supplier consolidation and operational cost reductions.

OfficeTeam is one of the largest distributors of The Senator Group, the UK’s leading office furniture manufacturer. 
We are also major distributors for other leading furniture manufacturers including Allermuir, Ocee Design, 
Torasen, Bisley, Sven Christiansen, Boss Design, Komac and Link 51.

Whatever your requirements, our team of Interiors Consultants are here to assist you. Please visit
www.officeteam.co.uk for more information, or contact our customer services team at furniture@officeteam.co.uk
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Design and Planning
As the office landscape continues to evolve, we can maximise 
the potential of your office. providing multiple layout and 
product options within your budget. We use the latest CAD 
techniques to provide our clients with accurate, detailed floor 
plans and layouts - giving you the opportunity of arranging your 
office in the most cost efficient way.

Fit-out and Refurbishment
With businesses adopting more permanent hybrid working 
solutions, now is the ideal time to transform workspaces to 
support new working habits. We provide a complete fit-out service 
from project planning and design through to installation and 
compliance. Once agreed, we will organise everything from the 
construction of internal walls, partitions and suspended ceilings, 
cabling, computer networks through to heating and ventilation.

Furniture Design
Our specialist team are familiar with the full range of furniture 
within our portfolio, however if your requirement is for 
something special or out of the ordinary we can design, build 
and supply products to your requirement to complement both 
your existing or new environment.

Alongside the supply of furniture items, we also have expertise in interior design and large scale fit-outs. Our 
experience in these areas allows us to support your end-to-end interiors projects, from initial concept through to 
design and installation.

Working From Home
Working from home is 
the new normal for many 
businesses. Our wide range 
of stylish chairs, desks and 
storage solutions come in 
a variety of finishes, and 
support productivity by 
providing the ideal home 
office set up.

Socially Distanced 
Working

To aid our clients in getting 
staff back to the office we 
provide a wide range of 
Covid-19 safety screens 
both free standing and desk 
mounted. We can also assist 
with the reconfiguration of 
existing furniture to ensure 
compliance with current 
HSE requirements.



Case Study 
Succession Wealth

Succession Wealth had a base in Birmingham, 
but wanted to relocate to the Colmore district 
of the city centre which had become a hub for 
business, professional and financial services 
activity. 

The new offices were to be their regional head 
office and had two distinct areas. One which 
was client facing where their CEO would be 
based and required a high end solution with 
a reception area including drink facilities and 
client facing meeting rooms, and the other an 
admin/clerical area that would also facilitate 
hot desking that had to be more practical.
One of the major challenges  with the new 
site was that it was based in the heart of a busy 
city centre and the office was located on the 
seventh floor of an eleven floor building, which 
could only be accessed using the rear fire exit 
staircase!  

We delivered on time and to budget, 
whilst simultaneously working on two 
distinct areas, which both met the client’s 
objectives and showcased their brand. 
 
Our designs and fit-out were 
enthusiastically received by all staff, 
who now have a fantastic new working 
environment that reflects the emergence 
of Birmingham as a leading destination for 
financial and professional services.

The outcomeThe Interiors project



Cummins Generator Technologies wanted to move 
into a new flagship, European headquarters, moving 
from their existing premises in Stamford to new 
offices in Peterborough. Where they were used to 
working in cellular offices, they were looking for a 
more open plan approach, including a general seating 
area, meeting room facilities, collaborative areas 
throughout the building, as well as a restaurant and an 
executive floor.

The existing fit-out of the new premises did not meet 
the client’s requirements and a lot of remedial work 
was needed before work on the new lay out could 

begin. Windows and ceilings needed replacing as well 
as services such as toilets and the kitchen areas.
It became apparent, quite quickly, that the building 
was not to the standard the client had believed so the 
scope of the existing project had to be expanded and, 
what started as a £400k fit-out, became a £1million 
project.

Cummins found working with the landlord’s 
workforce, prior to acquiring the building, was also 
problematic delaying the project by six months.

OfficeTeam project managed the fit-out in its entirety. They helped with the landlord negotiations at 
the beginning and ensured the project was delivered to the agreed timescales.

As the main contractor for the project, we provided an end-to-end solution incorporating a large 
degree of design and build. OfficeTeam undertook the supply and installation of the ceilings, flooring, 
partitioning, special joinery, lighting solutions and working with the M&E and HVAC contractors.

OfficeTeam specified, supplied and installed all furniture for the project. We sourced the furniture 
from Senator Group using their S21 Intrigue desk System, S21 Trillipse conference seating range, 
Chameleon Meeting tables, Allermuir Haven and Haven bench soft seating, Pebble stools, Pause 
sofas, Obelisk reception seating, Torasen Orthopaedicia Operators’ chairs and Allermuir A47 tables 
with Casper bistro seating.
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Unless otherwise stated all furniture priced in MFC finish. Unless otherwise stated all furniture priced in MFC finish.

RECEPTION COUNTERS RECEPTION COUNTERS
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RECEPTION COUNTERS RECEPTION COUNTERS

L-SHAPED RECEPTION
Distinctive, multi-level counter shown in 
Zebrano veneer, with gloss white lacquer and 
polished stainless steel trim.

FULCRUM® PRO RECEPTIONS
Welcome in ultimate style.

First impressions are the most lasting. Whether conventional or cutting-edge, make 
yours a grand entrance by choosing a reception desk of distinction from our striking 
Fulcrum Pro collection. 

RECEPTION WITH RIGHT-HAND 
CLIENT CONTACT AREA 
Gloss white lacquer and Light Oak veneer.

FULCRUM® PRO RECEPTIONS
Create the right first impression. 

The wide choice of standard modules can be combined to meet most needs, with 
custom variations available if required. Traditional craftsmanship of the highest quality 
delivers a subtle message about the status of your business.
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RECEPTION COUNTERS RECEPTION COUNTERS

CURVED RECEPTION           
Multi-level 90º counter shown in Zebrano and 
White MFC with glass shelves and Zinc trim.

RECEPTION WITH LEFT-HAND CLIENT 
CONTACT AREA 
Curved reception counter in Zebrano MFC  
with Zinc trim.

X-RANGE®

The modern way to meet and greet. 

The comprehensive choice of X-Range reception modules can be combined to suit 
foyers of all shapes and sizes. Simply build your perfect counter by combining straight  
and curved base units in any sequence, with desk-overs, glass shelves and pedestals  
as desired. Available in a wide selection of MFC finishes.

X-RANGE®

For fashionable foyers. 

Desk-height modules create an open welcome, while counter height sections provide 
privacy and conceal clutter.



Unless otherwise stated all seating priced in Band 1 fabric (see Pages xxx-xxx).
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RECEPTION SEATING RECEPTION SEATING

Conic is a refreshing, eye catching and exciting take on various conical forms seen in 
contemporary soft seating over the decades. Conic’s shape and form provide  
excellent and inviting levels of comfort with a broad appeal. New upholstery detail  
gives this piece a fresh twist.

Open is an elegant and relatively compact contemporary range of soft seating, comprising of 
a lounge chair with or without a headrest, footstool and a large two seat sofa. The moulded 
seat shells and cushions with bull nosed edge profile and tailored upholstery, provide great 
comfort, precise shape and visual slenderness. 

CONIC
Eye catching and exciting. 

OPEN
Contemporary, dramatic and inspirational.

A630 
Tub chair 
  

A637
4 leg tub chair 
 

A631 
Lounge chair 
 

A632
Lounge chair 
with headrest 
 

A638/9RD 
Circular table 
 

A640
Lounge chair 
 

A641
Lounge chair with 
headrest 
 

A642
Lounge chair 
 

A643
Lounge chair with 
headrest 
 

A644
Sofa 
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RECEPTION SEATING RECEPTION SEATING

HERBIE
Quite a character.

Herbie is a perfect style statement for a reception, working environment or  
breakout area. Herbie is available in a choice of frames. The sculptured seat and back  
offer support and comfort. 

HRB50
Lounge chair with  
Wood Pyramid Base 
 

HRB20
Lounge chair with 
Wood 4 Leg 
 

HRB90
Stool with 
Pyramid Base 
 

HRB100
Stool with 
Wood Pyramid Base 
 

HRB60
Two seat sofa with  
Skid Frame 
 

HRB70
Two seat sofa with 
Wood 4 Leg 
 

HRB40
Lounge chair 
with Pyramid Base 
 

HRB10
Lounge chair with 
Skid Frame 
 

HRBCT06RD
Round Coffee Table 
520mm h x 600mm dia 
 

HRBCT06SQ
Square Coffee Table  
520mm h  
600mm w x 600mm d 
 

HRBCT07SS
Soft Square Coffee Table 
520mm h  
700mm w x 700mm d 
 

HRBCT07RD
Round Coffee Table 
520mm h x 700mm dia 
 

HRBCT07SQ
Square Coffee Table 
520mm h  
700mm w x 700mm d 
 

HRBCT1007SR
Soft Rectangle  
Coffee Table, 520mm h  
1000mm w x 700mm d 
 

COFFEE TABLES

SEATING
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RECEPTION SEATING RECEPTION SEATING

SKYLINE
Designed by Henry Gurney.

Ideal in small or large arrangements, Skyline is perfect for corporate breakout and  
reception areas as well as more robust educational environments. Recognising that 
we work in predominantly rectangular spaces, the  23 different modular square and 
rectangular Skyline pieces allow you to create your own configurations. 

SKY120/CONCAVE/B 
120° concave unit  
with back

SKY1/B 
Single seat unit  
with back

SKY1/B/LA/RA 
Single seat unit with back, left 
arm and right arm

SKY2/RB 
Two seat unit with  
right back

SKY45/B 
45º unit with back

SKY1/CO 
Single seat corner unit

SKY2/LB/RB 
Two seat unit with  
full back
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RECEPTION SEATING RECEPTION SEATING

LR2B 
Two seater bench  
with back 
 

SQUARE  
COFFEE TABLE
ERL5 600 x 600 
ERL6 750 x 750

RECTANGULAR 
COFFEE TABLE
ERL7 1000 x 600 
 

EARL
Simple, understated style.

LOITER
Wait a while.

Simple and deliberately understated styling is the hallmark of the Earl seating  
group. The carefully considered upholstery piece delivers the perfect solution  
for reception environments.

Loiter is a compact range of modular bench seating and tables designed to provide  
a simple effective solution for waiting and reception areas.

Loiter is modular in design for flexible and reconfigurable spaces. Loiter has a range  
of complementary side tables available to complete the look.

LR1 
One seater bench 
 

ERL1
Single seater 
 

LR1B 
One seater bench  
with back 
 

ERL2
Two seater 
 

LR2 
Two seater bench 
 

ERL3
Three seater 
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RECEPTION SEATING RECEPTION SEATING

DORCHESTER
Sofa and armchair collection.

The extremely popular Dorchester range has deep cushions and striking square lines. 
Dorchester is the ideal choice for a reception, office or breakout area. The armchair 
and two and three-seater sofas are offered with the option of chrome or oak legs. 

DO1 
Armchair 
(shown with oak legs)

DO2 
Two seater sofa 
(shown with oak legs)

DO3
Three seater sofa
(shown with oak legs) W9849

Fully upholstered  
Tub chair 
 

W9853
Square coffee table  
(MFC top) 
 

W9855
Fully upholstered  
Two seater sofa 
 

W9854
Rectangular coffee table  
(MFC top) 
 

OT TUB
Finely detailed, slimline upholstery.

The finely detailed slimline upholstery brings a graceful feel to any reception area.
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RECEPTION SEATING RECEPTION SEATING

HILLY1/LB/ 
(RA/LA)
Low back single 
seater with right  
or left arm 

HILLY
Working for everyone...

Hilly is perfect for so many places, from schools to waiting rooms, students’ unions to 
office breakout areas, libraries to play zones. It’s durable, affordable and flexible.   
With 22 modular pieces, you can build and reconfigure Hilly to create your ideal layout. 
There are high and low back options and stand-alone armchairs and sofas. You can  
add two-tone fabrics and power and data. Tone up the colours for vibrant fun spaces, 
and cool it down for relaxing, quiet places.

HILLY1/LB
Low back single 
seater

HILLY1/HB
High back  
single seater 
 

HILLY1/HB/
(RA/LA)
High back single 
seater with right  
or left arm 
 

HILLY2/LB
Low back  
two seater 

HILLYCOR/HB
High back  
corner unit

CLARITY CURVE                      
Curvilinear design creates a gracefully 
sweeping arc. Mix and match with 
rectangular modules for flexible 
layouts. 
 
 

CLARITY SOFAS
Ahead of the curve. 

Sleek and elegant soft seating with matching benches and coffee tables, featuring 
tops in veneer, MFC, clear glass and black mirror glass.  As standard, Clarity sits on 
polished aluminium columns, or optionally on Ligni ply legs faced in Light Oak veneer. 
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RECEPTION SEATING RECEPTION SEATING

W9605 
Rectangular toughened 
glass 
1200L x 600D x 465H 
 

W9603 
Shield shaped  toughened 
glass 890L x 890D x 450H 
 

W9609BK
Black two seater sofa 
 

W9604 
Round toughened glass 
650L x 530D x 450H 
 

W9399BK
Black three seater sofa 
 

W9606 
Square toughened glass 
800L x 800D x 450H 
 

W9607 
Boat shaped toughened glass 
1190L x 690D x 450H 
 

OT CLASSIC
A touch of class to enhance any waiting area.

Creating a modern presence with this classic one, two and three seater option.  
OT Classic offers an elegant retro image. Chrome surrounds, visible from every angle,  
show the strength and quality of this popular range. 

All seats are black leather faced with black vinyl backs.

W9608BK
Black single armchair 
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LOUNGE & SOFT SEATING LOUNGE & SOFT SEATING 

MOTE
Meet, retreat.

Mote has been designed to provide a holistic solution when designing dynamic 
environments. Created as a complete lounge seating range, no detail is an afterthought, 
with every inch having been given careful consideration to eliminate dead space. 

The Mote family includes sofas, ottomans, screens and accessories, each linking 
seamlessly to each other to create a combination of rectilinear and curvilinear forms for 
beautiful yet defined spaces.

MTE-OT01
Single seat ottoman 
 

MTE-OT02
Two seat ottoman 
 

MTE-SF01
Single seat sofa 
 

MTE-SF02
Two seat sofa 
 

MTE-BSS01
Single seat sofa  
with back screen 
 

MTE-BSS02
Two seat sofa 
with back screen

MTE-BSS03
Three seat sofa 
with back screen

MTE-SF03
Three seat sofa 
 

MTE-OT03
Three seat ottoman 
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LOUNGE & SOFT SEATING LOUNGE & SOFT SEATING 

OBRIS
Designed by Jonas Wagell.

With inviting proportions, Obris is the perfect balance of comfort and form.  
It’s clean lines, slim arm detailing and deep seat allows it to blend subtly wherever  
you rest; office or lounge. An innovative upholstery technique on the outer body  
using a CNC - shaped Steel frame and tensioned fabric adds comfort, weight  
reduction and light visuals.

OBR01
Armchair 
 

OBR02
Two seat sofa 
 

OBR03
Three seater sofa 
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LOUNGE & SOFT SEATING LOUNGE & SOFT SEATING 

ALFI
Designed by Henry Gurney.

Alfi is an elegant wide-armed traditional sofa system designed for hotel receptions  
and workplace breakout areas. Created for comfort, the modular design divides  
spaces to create zones for relaxation.

ALFI2/NOARM 
Two seater sofa with  
no arms

ALFI3/RA 
Three seater sofa with right 
arm

ALFI2/LA 
Three seater sofa with  
left arm

ALFI3/LA/RA  
Three seater sofa with left 
arm and right arm

ALFI2/RA
Two seater sofa 
with right arm

ALFI/CORNER
Corner unit

ALFI2/LA/RA 
Two seater sofa with left 
and right arm

ALFI/CHAISE/LA 
Chaise lounge piece with 
left arm

ALFI3/LA 
Three seater sofa with left 
arm

ALFI/CHAISE/RA 
Chaise lounge piece 
with right arm
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LOUNGE & SOFT SEATING LOUNGE & SOFT SEATING 

HAVEN
A haven within a busy world

Haven can provide excellent personal privacy, a haven, within a busy world. A place for either 
quiet contemplation or communication and collaboration amongst an effective team. 

HA102HR
Single seat armchair 
with headrest 
 

HA202HR
Two Seat sofa 
with headrest 
 

HAO104
Rectangular ottoman 
 

HAM100HR
Single seat unit 
with headrest 
 

HA102
Single seat armchair 
no headrest 
 

HA102
Two seat sofa 
no headrest 
 

HAM101HRLH
Single Seat left hand Unit, 
with headrest 
 

HAM200HR
Two seat unit with 
Headrest 
 

HAM200HRLH
Two seat left hand corner 
unit,with headrest

HAM200HRRH
Two seat right hand  
corner unit,with headrest

HAM101HRRH
Single Seat right hand Unit, 
with headrest 
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LOUNGE & SOFT SEATING LOUNGE & SOFT SEATING 

LOFA SOFA                  
Choose from an extensive selection of fabrics and 
leathers, and uniform, two-tone or three-tone fabric 
combinations.

LOFA SOFA
Home comforts.

Lofa Sofa is relaxingly comfortable, with soft cushions over traditional resilient 
webbing. The distinctive ply legs are faced in Light Oak veneer, matching and 
complementing Ligni tables and workstations.

STRETCH
Ideal for relaxation and collaboration.

With eight individual pieces, Stretch can be a simple armchair or a collection of 
multiple units. Ideal for relaxation or collaboration, Stretch can be configured to  
define breakout spaces. Each free-standing piece can be fitted with a range of leg  
and two-tone fabric options.

STRETCH1 
Armchair

STRETCH2 
Two seat with arms

STRETCH3
Three seat with arms

STRETCHCO 
Corner unit

STRETCH2/L 
Two seat with left 
arm only
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LOUNGE & SOFT SEATING LOUNGE & SOFT SEATING 

FAMIGLIA
Meet the family.

FAMIGLIA
Meet the family.

Famiglia’s seating range shares soft geometric styling with a contemporary appearance 
that invites comfort. Coming in a variety of scales and forms, the seats have a soft and 
sinuous, yet functional quality. The designs are driven as much from a desire to produce a 
simple and cohesive range, as they are for supporting different styles and applications.

FMG403
Lounge chair  
with Wood frame 
 

FMG405
Lounge chair  
with 4 star swivel 
base 
 

FMG408
Lounge chair  
with wire frame 
 

The Famiglia seating family includes a collection of low, mid, high back and lounge  
chairs that between them offer a choice of metal or wooden legs and 5-star bases. 
These are complemented by a range of occasional and light work tables for informal  
or formal needs.

FMG101
Low back with 4 leg 
frame on castors  
 

FMG102
Low back 
 with 4 leg frame 
 

FMG103
Low back  
with Wood leg 
 

FMG302
High back 
with 4 leg frame   
 

FMG304
High back  
with Tilt frame  
 

FMG202
Mid back  
with 4 leg frame   
 

FMG203
Mid back  
with Wood legs  
 

FMG206
Mid back 
 with 5 star base  
 

FMG306
High back  
with 5 star base  
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LOUNGE & SOFT SEATING LOUNGE & SOFT SEATING 

BILLO
Bags of personality.

Billo can match the vibe of a start-up, or create a collaborative space in a more 
traditional setting. Contrasting twinned stitching adds a crisp detail which can be 
enhanced by two-tone fabric options.

BILLO1 
Armchair

BILLO2 
Two seater sofa

SOLACE
A versatile solution for confined spaces.

Combining a generously proportioned seat with a compact overall footprint,  
Solace is a versatile solution for confined spaces. Exceptionally comfortable,  
the tub design can be finished with a range of stylish leg options.  
Striking two-tone fabric options perfectly complement the design.

SL1 
Compact Tub Chair
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LOUNGE & SOFT SEATING LOUNGE & SOFT SEATING 

HARC TUB 
Designed by Roger Webb Associates. 

The two different height Harc Tub chairs offer a lounge chair, and a meeting chair 
scaled for working at a table. With the option of a wraparound acoustic high back, the 
tub chair becomes a secluded, private place to concentrate, listen and focus on tasks. 
Three base options offer styles for all environments.

HARCTUBHB1
High back lounge chair 
chrome skid frame

NC2H 
High back 
 

NC2M 
Medium back 
 

LIGNI LOUNGE
Supreme comfort. 

Ligni Lounge chairs are offered in medium and high back variants, and feature a fully 
upholstered external shell, back and seat on distinctive Ligni radiused ply legs faced in 
a wide range of veneers and laminates. Choose one or two-tone combinations from 
an extensive range of fabric, faux leather (vinyl or PU) or leather upholstery.
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LOUNGE & SOFT SEATING LOUNGE & SOFT SEATING 

MANGO
 A striking solo workspace solution.

Mango, our new personal workspace solution, is created with headspace in mind. Striking 
the perfect balance between privacy and ergonomics, Mango allows its user to comfortably 
escape distractions for extended periods of time without the need to leave the room.

MGO/1
Mango Chair 
 

MGO/1/SF/ 
P/T-LH
Shown with 
shelves, laptop 
table, power  
& foot stool 
 

MGO/1/HB
Mango Chair with 
Surround

MGO/1/HB/
SF/P/T/LH
Mango Chair with 
surround, laptop 
table, shelves and 
Phase power unit

MGO/1/HB/
PS-LH
Mango Chair with 
surround & privacy 
screen 

MGO/1/HB/PS-
LH/SF/P/T-LH
Screens & 
accessories are 
available in left 
or right hand 
configurations.

RK1 PLAIN
Happy Rocker 
 

RK1 OPTION 2
Smile 
 

RK1 OPTION 3  
Ooh 
 

RK1 OPTION 4  
ZigZag 
 

HAPPY ROCKER
Sit back, relax. 

Comfortable and informal, Happy Rocker puts a smile on everyone’s face. Ply frames 
faced in a selection of veneers can be combined with a plain buttoned upholstery or a 
choice of emoji details.
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PODS PODS

MTE-BR90
90º Bridging screen 

MTE-BR120
120º Bridging screen 

MTE-BMED01
Media Panel 

MTE-BSF01WSPO
Single seat sofa 
with rear and side screens 
and storage

MOTE
Meet, retreat.

Mote conceives both advances in technology and new thinking around the way we 
work best, whether meeting, interacting, learning or relaxing. The range offers various 
configurations that help reclaim redundant space, providing a relaxed posture suited to 
prolonged work in an informal setting. 

The contoured seat and back features multi density reflex foam cushions with distinctive 
fly detailing and soft edging. Cast aluminium legs and integrated plinth offer a refined 
aesthetic and visual continuity across large spaces. 

MTE-BSF01
Single seat sofa 
with back and side screens

MTE-BSF02
Two seat sofa 
with back and side screens
 

MTE-BSF03
Three seat sofa 
with back and side screens
 

MTE-BSF01CA
Single seat sofa  
with canopy, side screens 
and end arms 

MTE-BSF01WSPOCA
Single seat sofa  
with canopy, side screens 
and storage

MTE-BSF02CA
Two seat sofa  
with canopy, side screens 
and end arms 
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PODS PODS

PODS
Portable, functional and practical

Within open plan office environments it is more common today for employees to share 
resources such as printers and scanners.

 Aside from the general ambient noise of an office it is generally accepted that it is these 
kind of devices whirring into life that provide much of the acoustic and visual distraction 
of colleagues utilising them.

SOLO ABODE & SOLO ABODE+
2000mm Depth 
1400/1800mm Heights
1500/1750mm Widths 

SOLO ABODE EXEC
2000mm Depth 
1400/1800mm Heights
2000mm Wide 
 

SOLO ABODE LODGE
3000mm Depth 
1400/1800mm Heights
2000mm Wide 

DUO ABODE BACK TO BACK
3500mm Depth 
1400/1800mm Heights
1500mm Wide 

DUO ABODE
4450mm Depth 
1400/1800mm Heights
1500mm Wide 

QUAD ABODE
4450mm Depth 
1400/1800mm Heights
2950mm Wide  
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Advances in technology, changing work patterns and the trend towards open plan 
workspaces have resulted in an evolution of the modern workplace. Pods create both 
focused environments within open plan offices and provide ideal spaces for ad hoc 
meetings and sharing ideas.

TEAM SPACES
2050mm Depth 
1800mm High
4950mm Wide 

TEAM SPACES+
3000mm Depth 
1800mm High
5950mm Wide 

RESOURCE CORRAL
1000mm Depth 
1400/1800mm Heights
1750mm Wide 

WALL
3000mm Depth 
1800mm High
950mm Wide 

PODS
Portable, functional and practical
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INFINITY PODS
Acoustic POD range rated up to 37dB

The Infinity pod brings architectural value and a striking aesthetic to any workspace. 
Designed for you, controlled circadian lighting and a subtle airflow system create  
|a comfortable & invigorating environment, encouraging productivity and the flow  
of creative ideas.

INF/1
Infinity 1 Pod

INF/3
Infinity 3 Pod

INF/2
Infinity 2 Pod

INF/4
Infinity 4 Pod

COCOON
A Versatile sofa and meeting booth range

Based around one simple unit, Cocoon can be used for team meetings, collaborative tasks  
or as a base for the day. The Media Unit can be used as a standalone piece or in conjunction 
with the Cocoon high back units, with a choose between an upholstered back panel or panel 
with a fixed whiteboard.

2X COC/1 & 1X COC/2 WITH 
DEPLOY TABLE
Rear of Cocoon booth with a deploy flip 
table and four Toto chairs.

2X COC/1 & 1X COC/2
Cocoon booth with media unit. Supplied 
with a prism 45 power unit. TV screens are 
not included or supplied 
 

COC/2
Standalone media unit shown with Toto 
chairs. TV screens are not included or 
supplied 
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SCR1
Single seat high back

SCRL1
Single seat low back

SCRB1, 
 2 AND 3
Booth to seat two, four or 
six. Optional hoods.

SCR2
Two seat high back sofa

SCRL2
Two seat low back sofa

TABLE
For SCRB booth

SCR3
Three seat high back sofa

SCRL3
Three seat low back sofa

SCREEND SOFAS
Create contemporary spaces to work or meet. 

A selection of one, two and three seat modules with either medium or high backs. 
High back modules may be linked with connecting panels to form enclosed meeting 
spaces, optionally with a central table and/or hoods.

SCRC  
CARREL
Height-adjustable  
working booth

SCRWP  
WORKING POD
Individual workspace  
with swivel laptop table 
and integral shelf.  
Optional hood.
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FLSCOB-21
FourLikes 2100 s 
cooter bench  
 

FLSCO
FourLikes 520 Scooter 
 

FLM
FourLikes Meet 1400  
 

FLSCOOD 
FourLikes 520 scooter  
with double back  
 

FLSCOB-14
FourLikes 1400  
scooter bench  
 

FOURLIKES® 
Designed by Anders Nørgaard 

FourLikes® Meet is part of FourLikes, an extensive range of modules that can be 
configured and reconfigured to optimise spaces and activate underused areas. 

The FourLikes® Meet offers a private focusing or collaborating space, which can be 
integrated into larger arrangements of different seating options.
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ELG02
Double seat 
 

ELG01
Single seat 
 

ELG03
Three seat 

ELG14
Four seat booth 
 

ELG12
Two seat booth 
 

ELEGANCE
Working together.

The simple crisp styling of the high back Elegance sofa group has been developed  
to respond to the growing demand for this type of seating in the workplace. 

Available as a single, two seat and three seat unit, it is sure to suit a multitude  
of applications.
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FOURUS® WORK BOOTH
Designed by Anders Nørgaard 

FUWORK
FourUs Work  
 

/PIVTWORK
FourUS Work pivot 
table with nano 
laminate.  
Only available in 
black frame  
 

/SHELF
FourUs shelf in 
nano laminate. 
1500 x 285mm 
 

The FourUs®Work Booth serves as a multi-purpose work space and is designed to 
provide privacy and flexibility. With the combination of a table, chair and soft seating, the 
FourUs®Work Booth facilitates both collaborative and focused activities. The upholstered 
sides provide both a visual and acoustic barrier, and the cleverly designed pivot table 
facilitates easy access. Accessories include: shelves, a coat rack, wipeboard and AV provision. 

/TVFLAT
TV bracket for 
FourUs Work/
Booth  
 

/MAG1
Magazine holder 
for FourUs 
Collection  
 

/MAG2
Magazine holder 
for FourUs 
Collection  
 

ATOM CONFIGURATIONS
Designed by Simon Pengelley

Individual ATOM configurations are organic, sculptural and intuitive, creating collaborative 
space for interaction and bringing harmony to the workspace. 
  
Some example configurations below:

ATO/WB2/1400/H
Atom Workbooth configurations

ATO/C030
Meeting booth configuration 
 

ATO/C038
Team huddle configuration 
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Looking at how people work, the Ad-Lib range has evolved and now offers new top 
shapes and sizes. With technology at the forefront of the design; power, AV and USB 
outlets are conveniently located under the desk surface and accessed through an easily 
removable polished acrylic cable access tray which sits neatly on a cable tidy porthole.

CIRCULAR
4 star base  
Available in diameters of 800/1000mm  

SOFT SQUARE
4 star base  
Available in widths of 800/1000mm

SOFT RECTANGULAR
‘I’ leg 740mm High 
Available in lengths of 1800-3000mm

RECTANGULAR
Shrouded ‘V’ leg 740mm High 
Available in lengths of 2000-4000mm

  

SOFT HEXAGONAL
Shrouded ‘V’ leg 740mm High 
Available in lengths of 1800-2400mm

AD-LIB TABLES
Refined, sophisticated and elegant.

RECTANGULAR
‘I’ leg 740mm High 
Available in lengths of 1200-2600mm

SOFT RECTANGULAR
‘I’ leg 740mm High 
Available in lengths of 2200-4000mm

  

SOFT HEXAGONAL
Shrouded ‘V’ leg 740mm High 
Available in lengths UP TO 3600mm
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The Ad-Lib range of tables are designed to find a solution no matter what the task is  
at hand. The Ad-Lib family is the ultimate in flexibility and adaptability.

AD-LIB TABLES
Refined, sophisticated and elegant.

BREAKOUT TABLE
Round 740mm High

ALP12RD 1200 dia.

BREAKOUT TABLE
Soft square 740mm High

ALP12SS 1200 X 1200mm 

BREAKOUT TABLE
Diamond  740mm High

ALP1612D 1600 X 1200mm   
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BARREL-SHAPE TABLE
on arrowhead bases, 3m

AT302B

RECTANGULAR TABLE
on V-bases, 3m

AT302R

PEAR-SHAPE TABLE
on double-upright T-bases, 3m

AT305F

D-END TABLE
on I-bases, 3m

AT302D

GLASS CUSHION-SHAPE TABLE
on Eclipse legs, 1.2 x 1.2m

AT12P

RECTANGULAR TABLE
on box bases, 3m

AT302R

AMBUS® TABLES
For meetings at every level.

Ambus offers an extensive selection of meeting and conference tables in a wide  
choice of sizes, top shapes and base styles, with tops in both MFC and veneer finishes.  
Cables can route from floor level via concealed conduits, with access in the top 
provided by lift-out tiles or hinged flaps set into the table surface.
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WORKSTATION
735mm high, storage to 
right or left

NW

CREDENZA
NS 735mm high with  
2, 3 or 4-doors
NS

HIGH TABLE
1043mm poseur height 
NTH

STRAIGHT LEG
Option available on desks, 
bench desks and tables.

CIRCULAR TABLE
available 1000mm to 
1800mm Ø
NTD

COFFEE TABLES
393mm high with square, 
rectangular, circular or 
‘plectrum’ tops
NCT

BENCH
End and insert modules
NBD

RECTANGULAR TABLE
available in lengths 
1600mm to 5000mm
NT

LIGNI™
The warmth of wood. 

The Ligni collection features shaped and radiused ply legs that bring out the distinctive 
character of this environmentally-friendly material. The leg sides may be faced in any 
of a wide choice of veneers and laminates, or lacquered black or white. In combination 
with an extensive range of top and edge finishes, this provides an exceptional palette 
of colours, patterns and textures.

The Ligni range includes bench desks, workstations, meeting and coffee tables, with 
matching chairs, stools, bench seats, soft seating and storage.
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CLARA TABLES
Beauty with form.

Clara’s wide range of tables compliment the Clara Soft Seating range, allowing  
the tables to suit meeting, dining and breakout areas.

CLR08SQ
Square Meeting Table 
740mm h  
800mm w x 800mm d

CLR08RD
Round Meeting Table 
740mm h x 800mm dia

CLR1408RC
Rectangular Meeting Table 
740mm h  
1400mm w x 800mm d

CLR12SQ
Square Meeting Table 
740mm h  
1200mm w x 1200mm d

CLR12RD
Round Meeting Table 
740mm h x 1200mm dia

CLR1810RC
Rectangular Meeting Table 
740mm h  
1800mm w x 1000mm d

CLR16SQ
Square Meeting Table 
740mm h  
1600mm w x 1600mm d

CLR15RD
Round Meeting Table 
740mm h x 1500mm dia
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ELLIPSE
Nano Laminate 
(Available in MFC) 
 

HALF ELLIPSE
Nano Laminate 
(Available in MFC) 
 

DIAMOND
Nano Laminate 
(Available in MFC) 
 

CURVE
Nano Laminate 
(Available in MFC) 

 

Four® Real Flake is a range of multifunctional folding tables with integrated castors  
for easy handling by one person. 

The tables are designed to be combined across variations of shapes and sizes  
and optional extras can be added to solve specific needs in the versatile canteen  
or open space layout. 

FOURREAL® FLAKE
Multifunctional folding tables with integrated castors.

FOURREAL®WOOD
Designed by Strand & Hvass. 

The FourReal®Wood is new to the already popular FourReal® collection. The folding 
table with oak legs is a multifunctional table available in 74 and 90 heights. Optional 
extras can be added to solve specific needs in canteen or open plan layouts.  

FR74W/14/8
FourReal®74 folding table 
1400mm x 800mm with 
oak legs, 74mm high

FR74W/18/8
FourReal®74 folding table 
1800mm x 800mm with 
oak legs, 74mm high

FR74W/20/8
FourReal®74 folding table 
2000mm x 800mm with oak 
legs, 74mm high
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L302/B/AB
Barrel shape on arrowhead bases, 3m,  
in veneer 
 

L302/B/WB
Barrel shape on wing bases, 3m, in veneer 
 

L2D
Circular on pedestal base, 1.2m, in veneer 
Straight veneer   
Radial veneer  

L302/R/BB
Rectangular on box bases, 3m, in veneer 
 

LT30/O/WB
Oval on wing bases, 3m, in veneer 
 

L302/D
D-end on column bases, 3m, in veneer 
 

Straight 
veneer

Radial 
veneer

FULCRUM®

Outstanding tables for every setting.

Avant-garde or conservative, the Fulcrum collection boasts the finest meeting and 
conference tables to suit all applications. Choose from a generous palette of natural 
timber veneers and solids, with a choice of edge profiles and optional feature inlays, plus 
a wide selection of attractive and functional cable management solutions. Complement 
with matching storage to make your conference suite the next discussion point. 
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RECTANGULAR TABLE
on Y-bases, 3m 
QTX302R 

BOW-END TABLE
on Y-bases, 3m 
QTX302W 
 

BARREL-SHAPE TABLE 
on Y-bases, 3m 
QTX302B 
 

CIRCULAR TABLE 
on X-base, 1.2m diameter 
QTXD12

X-RANGE®

Simple, attractive, meeting tables: now you’re talking.

Contemporary, cost-effective tables offered in a choice of MFC finishes. Distinctive X 
and Y column bases and GP leg frames in black, white, slate or zinc suite perfectly with 
circular, rectangular, bow-end or barrel-shape tops. Optional concealed floor-to-table 
top cable routing inside the supporting columns.

RECTANGULAR TABLE
on legs, 3m 
QT302R 

 
BOW-END TABLE
on legs, 3m
QT302W 
 

BARREL-SHAPE TABLE 
on legs, 3m 
QT302B 
 

 
CIRCULAR TABLE 
on legs, 1.2m diameter 
QTD12 
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800 TABLE
800mm d x 730mm h

FB1208MT  1200w 
FB1408MT  1400w  
FB1608MT  1600w  
FB1808MT  1800w  

1600 TABLE
1650mm h x 730mm h

FB2416MT     2400w  
FB2816MT     2800w  
FB3216MT     3200w  
FB3616MT     3600w  

1600 TABLE
1650mm d x 730mm h

FB1216MT     1200w  
FB1416MT     1400w  
FB1616MT     1600w  
FB1816MT     1800w  

OT MEETING TABLE
Simple, robust design.

The OT Meeting Table collection is designed to meet multiple requirements from 
impromptu meetings to conference facilities. This is achieved through a wide choice  
of table shapes, finishes and table support frame designs, with flexibility as the  
major criteria.
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RECTANGULAR 
TABLE
600mm d 
ARC1206RC 1200w  
ARC1406RC 1400w  
ARC1506RC 1500w  
ARC1606RC 1600w  
ARC1806RC 1800w 

CRESCENT 
TABLE
750mm d 
ARC1707CR 1700w  
 

RECTANGULAR 
TABLE
750mm d 
ARC1207RC 1200w  
ARC1407RC 1400w  
ARC1507RC 1500w  
ARC1607RC 1600w  
ARC1807RC 1800w 

TRAPEZOIDAL 
TABLE
750mm d 
ARC1507TP 1500w  
 

HALF ROUND 
TABLE
750mm d 
ARC1507HR 1500w  

RECTANGULAR 
COLLABORATIVE TABLE
750mm d 
ARI1407RC 1400w  
ARI1507RC 1500w  
ARI1607RC 1600w  
ARI1807RC 1800w  
ARI2007RC 2000w  
ARI2207RC 2200w  
ARI2407RC 2400w  

RECTANGULAR 
COLLABORATIVE TABLE
900mm d 
ARI1409RC 1400w  
ARI1509RC 1500w  
ARI169RC 1600w  
ARI1809RC 1800w  
ARI2009RC 2000w  
ARI2209RC 2200w  
ARI2409RC 2400w  

ARRAY
Endless Possibilities

Whether you’re focusing, collaborating, presenting or organising, behind all our 
products is a fusion of intelligent thinking and innovative engineering to create products 
that help support people in their everyday life.

Array is no different. A multi-use, flip top table, available in 2 base styles, delivering on 
any task and suitable for any audience.
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SQUARE
730mm h 
HP7SQ 750mm w/d  

RECTANGULAR
750mm d x 730mm h

HP7RC 1500w   
HP7/18RC 1800w   
 

SEMI CIRCULAR
1500mm w x 730mm h 
HP7SC 750mm rad  

 

TRAPEZOIDAL
1500/750mm w x 750d 
x 730mm h 
HP7T3 30º  

 

POLISHED ALUMINIUM FOOT CASTING - HARLEY PIVOT 

SILVER FOOT CASTING - FLIP TOP

SQUARE
730mm h
TPMT750 750mm w/d  

RECTANGULAR
750mm d x 730mm h

TPMT15 1500w   
TPMT18  1800w   
 

SEMI CIRCULAR
1500mm w x 730mm h 
TPSMT15 750mm rad  

 

TRAPEZOIDAL
1500/750mm w x 750mm d 
x 730mm h 
TPTMT15 30º  

 

HARLEY PIVOT / FLIP TOP
Folding Frame Tables - Distinctive and Modular.

Harley Pivot tables are designed to pivot through 90° for easy storage or movement 
during relocation from room-to-room. The steel beam and leg tubes are powder 
coated and the foot casting comes with either a polished aluminium or painted  
silver finish, fitted with twin wheel castors.
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T-FRAME
1200 to 1800mm wide. 600-800mm deep

TF/T

Y-FRAME
1200 to 1800mm wide, 600-800mm deep

TF/Y

FLIPTOP TABLES
Mobile and reconfigurable. 

Table tops may be easily released using a one-handed pull-catch and pivoted through 
90° from horizontal to vertical. Rectangular, trapezoidal or D-end shaped tops, in 
sizes ranging from 1200 x 600mm to 1800 x 800mm,  lock automatically when rotated 
back to horizontal. With tops “flipped” to vertical, tables may be nested together or 
conveniently moved from room to room. Modesty panels and cable management 
flaps are available as options.

OPTION
Hinged cable management flap  
and tray (as above)

AF@T 
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KITE TABLES
Simple to move, fold and store.

The Kite® folding table is simple to move, fold and store. Designed to optimise the meeting experience, Kite® is 
suitable for all environments from the boardroom to the classroom.

The Kite® shape ensures that each person has their own working space and good line of sight to the presenter 
and other delegates. Everyone sits at a straight edge with 750mm of personal space; no one straddles a table leg, 
writes over a seam or is squashed into a corner.

Kite’s flexibility creates an agile working environment where a single person can quickly reconfigure tables into 
new working styles. With a compact nesting profile, tables are easily folded and stored without any heavy lifting or 
the need of a trolley.

With a variety of leg options and a selection of tops, from banded inlay veneers to white MFC, Kite® has a finish to 
match any interior.

KTK25 
750 x 750 x 740 

KTR25 
1500 x 750 x 740

KTS25 
750 x 750 x 740

KTC25
1000 dia x 740

KTM10 
1050 dia x 740
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RECTANGULAR
700mm d x 730mm h 
RT7RC 1400mm w  

SQUARE
700mm d x 703mm h 
RT7SQ 700mm w   

ROUND
730mm h 
RT9R 900 dia  
 

ROUND WITH BITE
730mm h 
RT9RB 900 dia  
 

REVELATION TABLES
A clever solution.

Revelation Tables were designed with versatility in mind. The variety of shapes and  
sizes were created to support  the different learning requirements found in educational 
and training environments.

DIAMOND
800mm d x 730mm h
RT8D 1400mm w  

PLECTRUM
1760mm d x 730mm h
RT18PM 1760mm w   

CROWN
700mm d x 730mm h
RT7CN 1400mm w  
 

TRAPEZOIDAL
700mm d x 730mm h
RT7T3 1400mm w  
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RAPT
Simply beautiful.

Rapt exudes poise and offers a fresh alternative to the established norms of executive  
seating. It has been created to grace environments where key decisions are made,  
where success happens, where detail and conviction are imperative and where 
extraneous distractions need to be eliminated.

RAP115C
Mid back with knee tilt  
5 star base with Castors 
 

RAP125C
Mid back with tilt 
mechanism, 5 star base  
with Castors 
  

RAP124G
Mid   back with tilt 
mechanism, 4 star base  
Glides 
  

RAP215C
High back with knee tilt 
5 star base with Castors 
  

RAP225C
High back with tilt 
mechanism, 5 star base  
Castors 
 

RAP224G
High back with tilt 
mechanism, 4 star base  
Glides 
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CIRCO
The one and only.

Circo is a functionally simple light work chair for ad hoc touch down environments. 
Featuring a permanently floating action and a mesh back that morphs to support the 
user. Circo is suitable for both conference and meeting environments.  
With a choice of upholstered or leather finishes plus the option of an integrated tilt 
action, Circo effortlessly adjusts to the way you work and the environment you work in. 
It is equally at home with castors or glides and its mesh back is available in a range of 
contemporary colours to suit your workplace.

CR1 
Conference chair, 
static yoke with castors 
 

CR2 
Conference chair, 
dynamic yoke with castors 
 

CR3 
Conference chair, 
static yoke with glides 
 

CR7 
Meeting chair, 
4 leg frame, with castors 
 

CR4 
Conference chair, 
dynamic yoke with glides 
 

CR8 
Meeting chair, 
Cantilever frame, with 
glides (Non stacking) 
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CLR40
Lounge Chair, 
Pyramid base 
 

CLR70
Lounge Chair, 
Wood Pyramid base 
 

CLR10
Lounge Chair,  
4 Leg frame 
 

CLR30
Lounge Chair, 
4 Star base 
 

CLR50
Lounge Chair, 
5 Star base 
 

CLR60
Lounge Chair, 
Wood 4 Leg frame 
 

CLARA
Beauty with form.

Clara is a stylish mid height lounge chair designed to provide comfort and style for 
contemporary cafe, corporate and breakout areas. Clara offers a choice of frame  
to suit any style.
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KRU/1
4 leg chair with wooden or 
upholsterd outer 
 

KRUZE
A Distinguished Design Classic.

Possessing presence and panache, the highly versatile Kruze chair will complement a range 
of environments and draws the eye to its elegant form. The gently sculpted contours and 
generous proportions, promise outstanding sitting comfort, while the choice of finishing 
options, makes it adaptable for relaxed or distinguished areas.

KRU/2
Polished or painted skid 
frame 
 

KRU/10 
Trumpet base stool with 
back. Polished alu base 
 

KRU/6 
4 leg sool with back. 
Polished or painted alu 
frame 
 

KRU/11
Trumpet base stool without 
back. Polished alu base 
 

KRU/4
4 star polished alu base 
 

KRU/3
4 leg chairs with Oak or 
BAW timber legs

KRU/5
5 star polished alu base 
with castors 
 

KRU/7
4 leg sool without back. 
Polished or painted alu 
frame 
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AD-LIB
Any time, any place, anywhere.

Ad-Lib provides a family of products to meet all requirements of multi-purpose seating, 
from a high density stacking chair through to a ‘lite work’ chair. 

With all versions of Ad-Lib, the structural seat and back frames offer a diversity of  
solutions including ergonomically contoured plastic seat and back, fully upholstered  
seat and back and also the option of a flexible back membrane that not only looks  
great but offers fantastic comfort.

ADL7A
4 leg frame, fully 
upholstered, with arms 
 

ADL6A 
Skid frame, fully 
upholstered, with arms 
 

ADL13A
Cantilever frame, plastic 
back & upholstered seat, 
with arms 
 

ADL10A 
5 star base, fully 
upholstered, with arms     
 

ADL10 
5 star base, fully 
upholstered, no arms 
 

ADL15A
5 star base, plastic back & 
upholstered seat,  
with arms 
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W9086 
Fully upholstered,  
no arms, |silver 
frame 
   

W9096 
Fully upholstered, 
no arms,  
silver frame 
 

W9087 
Fully upholstered, 
with arms,  
silver frame 
 

W9097   
Fully upholstered,  
with arms,  
silver frame 
 

W9084 
Plain back,  
no arms,  
silver frame 
 

W9094 
Plain back,  
no arms,  
silver frame 
 

W9085 
Plain back,  
with arms,  
silver frame 
 

W9095  
Plain back,  
with arms,  
silver frame 
 

W9098 
Plain back, no arms 
with castors,  
silver frame 
 

OT DESIGNER CANTILEVER
Graceful lines and distinctive design.

OT DESIGNER
Eye catching and exciting. 

For dining, training, seminars, conferences, office areas and even boardrooms,  
OT Designer with its beautiful graceful lines will enhance and complement any  
environment. With its clear distinctive design it provides an elegant chair for almost 
 every occasion or application. OT Designer can be stacked with or without armrests  
and linked into rows without tools.

Beautifully shaped leg frame in silver as standard. The heavily sculpted upholstery 
provides a remarkably comfortable chair suitable for all meeting environments.
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ERAM2
Swivel mesh back 
chair

ERAM3
Cantilever mesh 
back visitor chair

ERAM2/A
Swivel mesh back 
chair with arms

ERAM3/A
Cantilever mesh 
back visitor chair 
with arms

ERAUP2
Swivel  upholstered 
back chair

ERAUP3
Cantilever 
upholstered back 
visitor chair

ERAUPR2
Swivel upholstered 
back and 
upholstered rear 
panel chair

ERAUP3/A
Cantilever 
upholstered back 
visitor chair with 
arms

ERAUP2/A
Swivel  upholstered 
back chair with 
arms

ERAUPR2/A
Swivel upholstered 
back and 
upholstered rear 
panel chair with 
arms

ERA
Work Lite chairs

ERA
Meeting chairs

Era is the perfect family of task, work lite and meeting chairs, which has been designed 
to satisfy the increasing variety of tasks in the workplace. The range of chairs within the 
family are comfortable but not bulky, light but stable, and recognisable but versatile.

Era is the perfect family of task, work lite and meeting chairs, which has been designed 
to satisfy the increasing variety of tasks in the workplace. The range of chairs within the 
family are comfortable but not bulky, light but stable, and recognisable but versatile.
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LYFT01 
Height Adjustable Stool 
 

ROM01 
Low Mobile Stool 
 

ROM02
High Mobile Stool 
 

LYFT
The perfect balance.

ROAM
Versitility designed.

Lyft is a stool that answers the age old question, is it better to sit or stand.  Well, now you 
can do both. Designed to help productivity and wellbeing, Lyft helps improve posture by 
relieving stress placed upon the body.

Lyft is the perfect accompaniment to your office task chair. With its rounded base Lyft 
offers motion and mobility and its unique curved seat offers uncompromising comfort 
and support whether, sitting, standing or perching.

A customisable creation which is perfect for those brief meets and breakouts.  
Roam is an everyday necessity that brings both comfort and colour to any space.  
It’s light and versatile nature provides the freedom of movement, whilst also aiding  
users to develop a healthy posture.
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FOURME®

The elegant Four®Me armchair is offered on seven different base options and is 
designed to bring a warmer, more domestic feel to public spaces. The soft grip surface 
of the shell chair consists of a bio-composite polypropylene material reinforced with 
wood fibres, making every chair unique and a very different tactile experience from 
other typical shell chairs.

FOURSURE®

The FourSure® serves perfectly as a meeting and/or dining chair. The flexible shell 
offers superb back support. You can choose vibrant colours for an energetic image  
or maybe go with calmer tones for a more natural and Nordic look. 

FourSure®  with inside upholstery is a popular choice; the combination of the shell  
nd fabric makes it an interesting and beautiful chair

99
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88 

44 

44 66 

90/105 
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G4A 
with or without arms, 
stackable up to five high 
 

G6A 
with or without arms, 
stackable up to five high 
 

G8EVA 
with arms, stackable up 
to four high 
 

G-SERIES CHAIRS
Engineered with elegance.

Cleanly-styled cantilever meeting chairs providing exceptional comfort.

MMCA
Cantilever chair, 
upholstered seat, 
mesh back, with 
arms.

MCMA
Cantilever chair,mid 
back,  upholstered 
seat, and back, with 
arms.

MCHA
Cantilever chair, 
high back,  
upholstered seat, 
and back, with 
arms.

MATRIX
Elegant, durable meeting chairs with floating back design.

Reliable, stacking arm chairs for conference or meeting spaces.

Strong chrome frames and stackable 3 high, these contemporary chairs will add  
a modern touch to your meeting area.

Medium back chairs are also available as a mesh back rest model.
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W9896 
4 leg chair, 
upholstered seat 
only, no arms. 
Black frame 
 

W9255 
4 leg chair, 
upholstered seat 
only, mesh back,  
no arms. 
 

W9894 
4 leg chair, fully 
upholstered, no 
arms. Black frame 
 

W9256 
4 leg chair, fully 
upholstered, mesh 
back, with arms 
 

W9895 
4 leg chair, 
upholstered seat 
only, with arms. 
Black frame 
 

W9257 
Cantilever chair, 
upholstered seat, 
mesh back, no arms 
 

W9893 
4 leg chair, fully 
upholstered, with 
arms. Black frame 
 

W9899 
Cantilever arm 
chair,upholstered 
seat only  
Black frame 
 

W9898 
Cantilever arm 
chair, fully 
upholstered  
Black frame 
 

W9258 
Cantilever arm 
chair, upholstered 
seat, mesh back, 
with arms 
 

OT MULTI-PURPOSE
A variety of meeting applications.

OT MULTI-PURPOSE MESH
A variety of meeting applications.

This stylish chair is offered in many options; plastic seat and perforated back, upholstered 
seat with perforated back and a fully upholstered model. 

Black frames as standard, Chrome and Grey are available at a surcharge. 
 Plastic components are Black as standard with Grey and White available at a surcharge.

OT Multipurpose Mesh is a refreshing new addition to the OT Multipurpose range.  
With a collection of mesh finishes to choose from and two frame options; four-leg and 
cantilever, available with or without arms, make this a versatile chair that can be  
customised to suit a variety of spaces.
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SAI/1
4 Leg Chair with or 
without arm 
 

OLA/1
4 Leg Chair with or 
without arm 
 

SAI/2
Sled base with or 
without arms 
 

OLA/2
Sled base with or 
without arms 
 

SAI/4
High 4 star fixed 
spider base.  
Z arm available. 
 

OLA/4
High 4 star fixed 
spider base.  
Z arm available. 
 

SAI/4/HA
Low 4 star on height 
adjustable base 
 

OLA/4/HA
Low 4 star on height 
adjustable base 
 

SAI/5/HA
5 Star height 
adjustable with tilt 
mechanism. 
 

OLA/5/HA
5 Star height 
adjustable with tilt 
mechanism. 
 

SAINT
Monoshell Chair Collection  
Designed by John Bennett & Giovanni Ingignoli.

OLA
Monoshell Chair Collection  
Designed by Wolfgang C.R. Mezger.

Design, detail and diversity...Saint®, our latest monoshell chair collection brings style 
and fun to any environment. This beautifully contoured multi-purpose chair is the perfect 
example of the versatility. Available in eight vibrant seat shell colours, with five base 
options with an optional upholstered seat pad, the specification choices are endless.

The monoshell collection which epitomises European design. It combines beauty with a 
variety of materials, without compromising its ergonomically engineered comfort.  
With an elegant slimline design, this beautifully curved multi-purpose chair sits perfectly 
in cafés, formal meeting spaces or breakout areas.
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HD405 
Plastic seat & back,  
no arms 
 

ELIOS
Distinguished design.

This elegant stacking chair is perfect for large scale conferencing applications.  
Stacking comfortably up to 40 on a trolley and 12 free-standing, this steel wire framed chair 
is available with or without arms and has been uniquely designed so that the arms do not 
compromise its stacking capabilities in any way.

HD410A 
Upholstered seat,  
with arms 
 

HD415 
Fully upholstered, 
no arms 
 

HD415A 
Fully upholstered, 
with arms 
 

HDTROLLEY
Mobile Trolley 
 

HD405A 
Plastic seat & back, 
with arms 
 

HD410 
Upholstered seat, 
no arms 
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ABM4
Mesh 4 start base chair  
 

ABUP4
Upholstered 4 star base 
chair  
 

ABM5
Mesh 5 star base with 
castors chair  
 

ABUP5
Upholstered 5 star base 
with castors chair  
 

ABM5W
Mesh white 5 star base 
with castors chair  
 

ABUP5W
Upholstered white  
5 star base with castors 
chair  
 

ABM3
Mesh cantilever chair  
 

ABUP3
Upholstered  
cantilever chair  
 

ABM4W
Mesh white 4 star base 
chair 
 

ABUP4W
Upholstered white  
4 star base chair  
 

ABM3W
Mesh white cantilever 
chair  
 

ABUP3W
Upholstered white 
cantilever chair  
 

ABSOLUTE
Mesh back meeting chairs.

ABSOLUTE
Upholstered back meeting chairs.

FEATURES
• Cantilever frame with chrome or  
 powder coated options
• Mesh back
• Upholstered back with 100% recycled    
 polypropylene cut-out option

FEATURES
• Cantilever frame with chrome or  
 powder coated options
• Upholstered back with 100% recycled    
 polypropylene cut-out
• Mesh back option
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W9391BK 
High back, black leather 
only
 

W9700BK 
Medium back, black 
leather only
 

W9701BK 
Memory return 
boardroom chair, black 
leather only
 

W9392BK 
Cantilever,  
black leather only
 

W9393BK 
High back,  
black leather only
 

W9702BK 
Medium back, black 
leather only
 

W9703BK 
Memory return 
boardroom chair, black 
leather only
 

W9390BK 
Cantilever,  
black leather only
 

OT EXECUTIVE
Ergonomically shaped for outstanding comfort.

The OT Classic chair creates a sleek minimalistic look 
for any boardroom or office environment.

The simplicity of design and firm support is what 
sets this range apart from traditional office seating.

The mechanism features an anti-shock, lockable 
knee tilt mechanism with tension adjuster to suit the 
weight of the user.

 

FEATURES 
•  Anti-shock, lockable tilt mechanism  
•  Tension adjuster  
•  Polished Chrome bases and frames

F1
Arms upholstered in 
fabric, or capped in 
timber or leather

F3
Cantilever frame, with 
or without upholstered 
or timber capped arms

FULCRUM® CHAIRS
First-class quality,  
sumptuous comfort. 

The Fulcrum F1 has a solid timber frame in a choice 
of hardwoods: the Fulcrum F3 features an elegant 
cantilever frame in polished chrome, white or 
black. The upholstery’s subtle curves reflect the 
shape of the underlying timber shell, carefully 
developed for outstanding comfort and support. 
The polished aluminium arms may be capped in 
timber, fabric or leather.

Optional Freefloat™ for Fulcrum F1 provides 
a smooth range of movement. The central 
pivot ensures the chair follows user 
movement naturally and without conscious 
thought. The automatically progressive 
resistance requires no user adjustment..

™
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OT BOARDROOM
Comfort and simplicity.

OT Boardroom seating offers versions with and without arms, 
both able to stack.  A generous seating position and a contoured 
sculpted back on a hard wearing laminated frame.

W9947
Laminated beech frame,  
no arms 
 

W9948
Laminated beech frame,  
with arms 
 

PL2
Mid Back Upholstered 
Cantilever Chair, Black 
Plastic Outer Back 
 

PLM2
Mid Back Upholstered 
Cantilever Chair,  
Mesh Back 
 

PL1
Mid Back Upholstered 4 
Leg Chair, Black Plastic 
Outer Back 
 

PLM1
Mid Back Upholstered  
4 Leg Chair, Mesh Back 
 

PL3
High back upholstered 
4Leg chair, black plastic 
outer back 
 

PL4
High back upholstered 
cantilever chair, black 
plastic outer back 
 

PLAY
Functional & Stylish

Play combines comfort & style to provide the 
ideal solution for any meeting or conference 
requirement.

 

FEATURES
•  Medium , full or mesh back chair to suit preference
•  Cantilever or 4 leg frame in a chrome finish with  

plastic arm covers
•  Stackable to 4 high, creating excellent space saving
•  Deep, thick CMHR foam provides improved user comfort
•  Weight Capacity: 110KG
•  5 Year Warranty
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KIN
Welcome to the family.

Kin is a family of elegantly strong mono-shell seating designed for Allermuir by 
PearsonLloyd. And ‘family’ was the ethos from the very beginning.

Kin’s two standout characteristics are beauty and efficiency. No matter the model, you 
will encounter maximum comfort created by a minimum use of materials. 
 
The range comprises a tub chair, an armchair, a side chair and stool, but with myriad 
base, colour and plastic or upholstery options, the family extends to multiple interlinked 
possibilities that will always bear a likeness to one other.

Upholstered variants of all chair available.

KIN202 
Armchair, four leg frame 
 

KIN302 
Tub chair, four leg frame 
 

KIN102 
Side chair, four leg frame 
 

KIN204 
Armchair 
4 star swivel base 
 

KIN304 
Tub chair 
4 star swivel base 
 

KIN104 
Side chair 
4 star swivel base 
 

KIN203 
Armchair, wood legs 
 

KIN303 
Tub chair, wood legs 
 

KIN103 
Side chair, wood legs 
 

KIN205 
Armchair 
5 star swivel base 
 

KIN305 
Tub chair 
5 star swivel base 
 

KIN105 
Side chair 
5 star swivel base 
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KIN502 
Low back stool 
4 leg frame 
 

KIN602
High back stool 
4 leg frame 
 

KIN503
Low back stool 
Wood legs 
 

KIN HIGH STOOLS
Welcome to the family.

Kin is a family of elegantly strong mono-shell seating designed for Allermuir by 
PearsonLloyd. And ‘family’ was the ethos from the very beginning.

Kin’s two standout characteristics are beauty and efficiency. No matter the model, you 
will encounter maximum comfort created by a minimum use of materials. 
 
The range comprises a tub chair, an armchair, a side chair and stool, but with myriad 
base, colour and plastic or upholstery options, the family extends to multiple interlinked 
possibilities that will always bear a likeness to one other.

KIN502U2
Low back stool 
4 leg frame 
Upholstered inner shell 

KIN503U2 
Low back stool 
Wood legs 
Upholstered inner shell

KIN602U2 
High back stool 
4 leg frame 
Upholstered inner shell

KIN502U1
Low back stool 
4 leg frame 
Upholstered seat pad 
 

KIN503U1 
Low back stool 
Wood legs 
Upholstered seat pad

KIN602U1 
High back stool 
4 leg frame 
Upholstered seat pad 

KIN502U3
Low back stool 
4 leg frame 
Upholstered shell 

KIN503U3
Low back stool 
Wood legs 
Upholstered shell 

KIN602U3
High back stool 
4 leg frame 
Upholstered shell
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FORTYSEVEN TABLES
A classic reinvented.

FortySeven (or Classic Tables as they were previously known) have been reinvented 
because no matter how good a product is, it can always be better.

These simple, elegant and incredibly versatile tables are still constructed with the same 
meticulous attention to detail, stability and quality, but now, they’ve been reinvented; 
sculptured and crafted to give FortySeven a softer and more delicate silhouette.

ROUND  
COFFEE TABLE
380mm h 
FRSC06RD 600 dia 
FRSC07RD 750 dia 
FRSC09RD 900 dia

WORK LOUNGE 
TABLE
640mm h 
FRSW07SQ 750 X 750mm 
FRSW09SQ 900 X 900mm 

SQUARE  
COFFEE TABLE
380mm h 
FRSC06SQ 600 X 600mm 
FRSC07SQ 750 X 750mm 
FRSC09SQ 900 X 900mm

ROUND 
DINING HEIGHT TABLE
740mm h 
FRSD06RD 600 dia 
FRSD07RD 750 dia 
FRSD09RD 900 dia

SQUARE 
DINING HEIGHT TABLE
740mm h 
FRSD06SQ 600 X 600mm 
FRSD07SQ 750 X 750mm 
FRSD09SQ 900 X 900mm

ROUND  
POSER HEIGHT TABLE
1020mm h 
FRSP06RD 600 dia 
FRSP07RD 750 dia 

SQUARE  
POSER HEIGHT TABLE
1020mm h 
FRSP06SQ 600 X 600mm 
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CRD01 
Dining chair 
 

CRD03 
Stool height chair 
 

CARDITA
Where vintage and modern collide.

Cardita is inspired by the beautiful leather seats found in luxury vintage cars. A simple yet 
intelligent frame is complemented by classic upholstery detailing which not only exudes 
opulence, but is also exceptionally comfortable.
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FOLK
Serenity & Simplicity.

Folk is both timeless in its seemingly familiar design, and timely in its modest and 
ingenious flexibility. A range of wood, plastic and aluminium finishes, different colours 
and upholstery options allow you to change Folk’s flavour so that it can appear like a 
range of different chairs that somehow sit together harmoniously in one space.

FLK101 
Side chair 
Wood seat and back 
 

FLK301 
High stool 
Wood seat and back 
 

FLK103
Side chair 
Plastic seat and back 

FLK303
High stool 
Plastic seat and back 
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AXYL
A strong silhouette.

The AXYL collection is a combination of elements that come together to create a 
distinctive new design language. Each piece in the collection utilises a strong geometric 
design language that is entirely original yet draws on familiar references, such as the 
A-frame typology and a Mid-Century Danish wrap-around shell.

AXL02 
Armchair 
 

AXLB16 
1600mm wide 
Bench, wood shell 
 

AXLB16U2 
1600mm wide 
Bench, upholstered  
inner shell 
 

AXLB16U3 
1600mm wide 
Bench, fully upholstered  
 
 

AXLB20
2000mm wide 
Bench, wood shell 
 

AXLB20U2 
2000mm wide 
Bench, upholstered  
inner shell 
 

AXLB20U3 
2000mm wide 
Bench, fully upholstered 

AXLD08RD 
Bistro table 
800mm dia

AXL04 
Stool 
 

AXLH08RD 
High bistro table 
800mm dia

AXLR2009 
Dining table 
2000mm w x900mm d 
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RECTANGULAR WITH POWER 

SLHP1809  1800mm x 900mm 
SLHP2009  2000mm x 900mm 
SLHP4209  4200mm x 900mm

RECTANGULAR 

SLH1809   1800mm x 900mm 
SLH2009    2000mm x 900mm 
SLH4209    4200mm x 900mm

Silta is a premium high table for breakout spaces, adhoc meetings or a place to simply 
perch and connect. Modern meets vintage with industrial design featured right alongside 
modern connectivity points and convenient bag hooks.

The range is available in sizes from 1800mm - 4600mm  w.

SILTA
Progress is beautiful.
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ARLO
Show your true colours.

Arlo is a stylish and simple range of multi-purpose stacking chairs.  
Considering the need for both functionality and style the colourful chairs are  
ideal for working spaces and sociable places. 
 
Arlo offers an attractive and comfortable seating solution for meeting areas.  
The addition of an upholstered seat pad ensures maximum comfort for  
meeting and collaborative work spaces.

ARL10
Side chair, four leg frame 
 

ARL11A
Side chair four leg  arm 
frame, upholstered seat pad 
 

ARL10A
Side chair,  
four leg arm frame 
 

ARL11
Side chair, four leg frame 
upholstered seat pad 
 

ARLT1 
Mobile trolley for 4 leg 
frame chairs 
 

ARLT2
Mobile trolley for skid 
frame chairs  
 

ARL30
High stool frame 
 

ARL31
High stool frame, 
upholstered seat pad 
 

ARL20
Side chair, skid frame 
 

ARL21
Side chair, skid frame,  
upholstered seat pad
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CASPER
A distinctive and stylish chair for modern applications.

Casper is a stylish and contemporary café plastic monoshell chair, with the option of a 
upholstered seat designed for all manner of hospitality environments in both corporate 
and leisure situations. Casper is also an ideal meeting chair, due to the added option of  
a four leg or sled base frame.

CS3 
Chair, Skid base, no arms 
Upholstered seat pad 
 

CS9BS
Stool, Skid base 
 

CS1 
Chair, Skid base,  
no arms 
 

CS3A 
Chair, Skid base, with arms 
Upholstered seat pad 
 

CS1A 
Chair, Skid base,  
with arms 
 

CS4 
Chair, 4 Leg, no arms  
Upholstered seat pad 
 

CS5BS
Stool,  4 Leg  
 

CS2 
Chair, 4 Leg, no arms 
 

CS4A 
Chair, 4 Leg, with arms  
Upholstered seat pad 
 

CS2A 
Chair, 4 Leg, with arms 
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1050MM HIGH TABLES

500mm wide for single-sided use. 
700 or 900mm  wide for double-sided use.
HTH

BENCH SEATS 450MM HIGH
with or without cushion
(for use with 750mm high tables)

HTB

750MM HIGH TABLES

S500mm wide for single-sided use. 
700 or 900mm  wide for double-sided use.
HTL

HITABLE™

Sit, stand or perch: cafe-styling for social spaces. 

Poseur and desk-height tables in a range of widths and depths for both single and 
double-sided use. Choose a single finish or two-tone inner/outer combinations.  
Edges may match or contrast. Flush-fitting power, data and USB ports are optional.

LOFTI STOOL
890mm high polished chrome frame with  
fully upholstered seat

LOF1
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FOURCAST®

Ideal for relaxation and collaboration.

The FourCast® collection offers a common seat shell design on different bases to 
create a consistent look throughout a building, whether in the canteen, classroom, 
conference or boardroom. We have considered every seating application, both for the 
education and business sector, to create ingenious designs. 

XL EVO ONE WOOD LINE FOUR 

HIGH/
COUNTER WHEELER AUDI 

Bistro/breakout chair with chrome frame.  Colours available: Black, Blue, Green, Red and White. 
Chrome frame and stacks 20 high.

High stool version of above. Colours available: Black, Blue, Green, Red and White.  
Chrome frame and stacks 20 high.

RV 
Chair with chrome 
frame 
 

RVHIGH
High stool chair with 
chrome frame 
 

RIVA
Simple yet stylish.
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This stylish range of chairs have been designed for dining and light meeting 
environments.

The chairs are available in five distinct designs that feature clear lacquered formed 
plywood shells and polished chrome frames. Suitable for indoor use only.

TL101
Chrome frame,  
stacks 4 high 
 

TL404
Chrome frame,  
stacks 4 high 
 

TL202
Chrome frame,  
stacks 4 high 
 

TL505
Chrome frame,  
stacks 4 high 
 

TL303
Chrome frame,  
stacks 4 high 
 

OT BISTRO
Modern stylish seating. 

TLS12
Rectangular Table 
710h x 1200 x 800 
 

TLS8
Square Table 
710h x 800 x 800 
 

TLR10
Circular Table 
710h x 1000Dia. 
 

TLR8
Circular Table 
710h x 800Dia. 
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FEATURES
OT8 
P 173

OT7 
P 174

OT6 
P 175

OT4+ 
P 176

OT3 
P 177

UPHOLSTERED BACK l l l l l

MESH  o  o  o  o  o

INDEPENDENT MECHANISM l  ▲  o  ▲  ▲

STANDARD MECHANISM  o  ▲  o  ▲  ▲

SYNCHRONISED MEHCANISM  o  o l  o  o

BODY BALANCED MECHANISM  o  o  o  o  o

SEAT SLIDE  o  ▲  ▲ l  ▲

LUMBAR SUPPORT  o  ▲  ▲ l  ▲

THORASIC SUPPORT  o  o  o  o  o

AIR TECH SEAT     o  o  o  o  o

FEATURES
OT2XL 

P 178
OT2 
P 179

OT2 Mesh 
P 180

ERA 
P XXX

FIBRE 
P 181

UPHOLSTERED BACK l l  o  ▲  o

MESH  o  o l l l

INDEPENDENT MECHANISM  ▲  ▲  ▲  o  o

STANDARD MECHANISM  ▲  ▲  ▲  o  o

SYNCHRONISED MEHCANISM  o  o  o l  o

BODY BALANCED MECHANISM  o  o  o  ▲ l

SEAT SLIDE  ▲  ▲  ▲ l l

LUMBAR SUPPORT  ▲  ▲  o l l

THORASIC SUPPORT  o  o  o  o  o

AIR TECH SEAT     o  o  o  o  o

TASK SEATING 
Features Guide

l Standard feature            ▲  Optional feature   o  Not available 

l Standard feature            ▲  Optional feature   o  Not available 

FEATURES
EVOLVE 

P 166
I-WORKCHAIR 

P167
OUSBY

P 170
TRINETIC 

P XXX
FREEFLEX 

P 168

UPHOLSTERED BACK l  o  o  ▲ l

MESH  ▲ l l l  o

INDEPENDENT MECHANISM  o  o  o  o  o

STANDARD MECHANISM  o  o  o  o  o

SYNCHRONISED MEHCANISM l l l  o  o

BODY BALANCED MECHANISM  o  o  o l l

SEAT SLIDE l l l  o l

LUMBAR SUPPORT  ▲ l l  o  o

THORASIC SUPPORT  o  o  o  o  o

AIR TECH SEAT     o  o  o  o  o

FEATURES
HARVEY 

P 184
ABSOLUTE 

P 185
PLUTO PLUS 

MESH 
P 180

OT12 
P 171

OT11 
P 172

UPHOLSTERED BACK l  o  o  o  o

MESH  o l l l l

INDEPENDENT MECHANISM l  o  o  o  ▲

STANDARD MECHANISM  o  o  o  o  o

SYNCHRONISED MEHCANISM  o l l l l

BODY BALANCED MECHANISM  o l l  o  o

SEAT SLIDE  o l  ▲  ▲  ▲

LUMBAR SUPPORT l l l  ▲ l

THORASIC SUPPORT  o  o  o  o  o

AIR TECH SEAT     o  o  o  o  o

l Standard feature            ▲  Optional feature   o  Not available 

l Standard feature            ▲  Optional feature   o  Not available 
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The Evolve chair includes a host of new features 
and material combinations, which makes this chair 
one that truly stands out in terms of looks, function, 
performance and ultimately value.

Featuring a progressive synchronous action that 
includes a forward tilt, multi-position back lock, and 
seat depth adjustment.  
 

FEATURES 
(*Selected models only)
•   5 Star base
• 65mm Hard wheel castors
•  Synchronised mechanism with adjustable  

tension and multi-position back lock
• 60mm seat depth adjustment
• Three degree negative seat tilt
• Flexible seat and back membrane
• Airflow mesh back*
• Slimline back upholstery*
• Height adjustable arms*
• Height adjustable arms with multi-functional  
 arm pad*

EV640 
Fully upholstered 
No arms 
  

EV640HA 
Fully upholstered 
Adjustable arms 
 

EV740 
Mesh back 
No arms 
 

EV740MF
Mesh back 
Multi-function arms 
 

EVOLVE
Task seating, reinvented.

i-WORKCHAIR
The art of movement.

i-Workchair is a premium task chair designed by 
Justus Kolberg to empower user individuality.  
After looking at the way we work, this intelligent 
seating solution has been developed to  
 

FEATURES 
(*Selected models only)
•   5 Star base
•   65mm Hard wheel castors
•   Synchronised mechanism with tension adjustment  

and back locking function in 3 positions
•   Dual density seat foam
•   60mm Seat depth adjustment
•   Technical inner and outer back fabric with  

3D cut perforated foam core
•   Aluminium back frame
•   80mm Adjustable lumbar support
•   Height adjustable arms 
•   with multifunction arm pad*
•   Height adjustable arms 
•   with 4Darm pad*
•   Fully adjustable headrest 
•   with coat hanger*

WRK140MF
Task chair, Black 
components,  
Multi-functional arms 
 

WRK140FD
Task chair, Black 
components,  
4D arms 
 

WRK240MF
Task chair, Anthracite 
and Flint Grey 
components,  
Multi-functional arms 
 

WRK240FD
Task chair, Anthracite 
and Flint Grey 
components,  
4D arms 
 

WRK340MF
Task chair, Black and 
Polished components,  
Multi-functional arms 
 

WRK340FD
Task chair, Black and 
Polished components,  
4D arms 
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Ousby is a task seating range that boasts exceptional 
comfort and affordability. 

Designed using flexible, durable and sustainable 
materials that respond to your movements,  
Ousby is an organically shaped seating range that 
provides comfort and support throughout the day, 
whatever the task. 
 

FEATURES 
(*Selected models only)

•  5 Star base
•  65mm Hard wheel castors
•  Dynamic synchronised mechanism with quick 

tension adjustment, back locking in five positions, 
including locking upright

•  Moulded seat foam cushion
•  60mm seat depth adjustment
•  Self-supporting mesh back
•  50mm Adjustable lumbar support
•  Height and width adjustable arms*
•  Height and width adjustable arms with  

multi-functional arm pad*

OUS740
Task Chair 
No arms 
 

OUS740HA 
Task chair 
Height adjustable arms 
 

OUS740MF
Task chair 
Multi-functional arms 
 

OUSBY
Stylish modern design with truly superb comfort.

TRI/1/P5
Mesh seat & back  
5 Star polished alu base 
with castors 
 

TRI/1/P4 
Mesh seat & back  
4 Star polished alu base 
with castors 
 

TRI/2/P5
Upholstered seat  
& mesh back  
5 Star polished alu base 
 

TRI/2/G4
Upholstered seat  
& mesh back  
4 Star polished alu base 
 

TRI/1/G4
Mesh seat & back  
4 Star polished alu base 
with glides 
 

TRI/1/BLACK
Mesh seat & back  
5 Star polished alu base 
with castors 
 

TRI/2/P4
Upholstered seat  
& mesh back  
4 Star polished alu base 
 

TRI/2/BLACK
Upholstered seat 
& mesh back  
5 Star black nylon base 
 

TRINETIC
The benchmark in next generation  
task seating.

As the world’s first fully certified task chair to 
provide dynamic support without the need for 
manual user adjustments, Trinetic is setting the 
benchmark for the next generation of task seating. 
Three independent pivot points combine with  
a flexible seat and backrest to cradle the user  
in an ergonomically-sound position without the 
need for manual intervention.  
 

FEATURES 
(*Selected models only)
• Trinetic features three independent pivot points
•  Trinetic is available with or without arm  
 pads in black and chalk
•  Black nylon five-star base with black castors as standard
•  Height adjust 120mm
•  Tested to 120KG
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FREEFLEX
Sit, reach, move.

HARVEY
Supportive ergonomic chair designed 
by ergonomists.

Whether you are above or below average height 
and build you need to have a task chair that 
correctly fits your needs. With petite, standard and 
tall options, Harvey is designed to accommodate 
individuals of different sizes whilst maintaining 
a consistent look throughout the working 
environment.

FEATURES 
• Petite, Standard and Tall high back task chair  
 with optional headrest in three sizes
• Matching cantilever visitor chair with chrome frame  
 with integrated arms
• Offered with a range of mechanism
• Ratchet back height adjustment
• Optional seat slide, seat lumbar, inflatable lumbar  
 and coccyx cut out
• Deep moulded foam seat for superior user comfort
• Compliant with HSE seating at work directives
• Fully articulated neck/headrest on the standard and tall
• Weight capacity 150kg, cantilever 110kg

Freeflex provides a clever and adaptable solution 
to support the user’s movements in their working 
environment. Flexibility is central to the design of 
Freeflex, giving the user the freedom to make simple 
adjustments; to their seat height, seat depth and 
back height to achieve ultimate comfort. 
 

FEATURES 
(*Selected models only)
•   5 Star base
•   65mm Hard wheel castors*
•   Weight controlled synchronised mechanism with travel 

limitation in four steps, including locking upright*
•   Moulded seat and back foam 
•   60mm seat depth adjustment
•   Integrated flexible back membrane
•   70mm back height adjustment
•   Contrasting mesh side panels on the seat and back,  

with a complementary coloured back insert
•   Width and height adjustable arms*
•   Stool height variation

FLX740
Task chair 
No arms 
 

FLX740HA
Task chair Height and 
width adjustable arms 
 

FLX740D
Draughtsman chair 
 

FLX741A
Visitor chair 
 

HARVEY1/M2/
AW/L/SS
Harvey Tall with tilt 
mechanism, height and 
width adjustable arms, 
lumbar support and seat 
slide

/HR
Headrest option 
available on Harvey1 
and Harvey 2

HARVEY2/M2/
AW/L/SS
Harvey Standard with 
tilt mechanism, height 
and width adjustable 
arms, lumbar support 
and seat slide

HARVEY3/M2/
AW/L/SS
Harvey Small with tilt 
mechanism, height and 
width adjustable arms, 
lumbar support and seat 
slide
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PLUTO PLUS MESH 
Enhanced Comfort.

PPM90
Task chair, mesh back 
No arms 
 

PPM90HA
Task chair, mesh back 
Height adjustable arms 
 

PPM90FDA
Task chair, mesh back 
Fold down arms 
 

Pluto Plus Mesh delivers the same high performance 
as the Pluto Plus range. The addition of a breathable 
mesh back, available in a variety of colour choices, 
creates a modern feel and discourages fatigue. 
A fully synchronised mechanism allows the seat 
to be frequently and easily reconfigured without 
compromising comfort. Available with different arm 
options to meet your exact requirements. 
 

FEATURES 
(*Selected models only)
•   5 Star base
• 60mm Hard wheel castors
• 3D Self-supporting mesh back
• Fully synchronised mechanism
• Fold down arms*
• Height adjustable arms*
• Adjustable lumbar support 

ABSOLUTE
A quality task chair collection.

With its distinctive curved back and stylish 
detailing, Absolute is ergonomically designed for 
maximum comfort. The Mesh and Upholstered 
task chairs are offered with a range of options to 
suit individual needs.

FEATURES 
• Upholstered and mesh back task chairs
• Ergonomic design
• Synchro and body balance mechanisms
• Integral lumbar adjustment support
• White option available
• Seat slide option (the upholstered chair has seat  
 slide as standard)
• Upholstered back with durable outer
• Deep moulded CMHR foam seat for superior comfort
• Inner back and seat manufactured from 100%  
 recycled material
• Compliant with HSE seating at work directives

ABUP1
Absolute task chair 
with back frame fully 
upholstered with 
integral lumbar 

ABUP1W
Absolute upholstered 
back task chair with 
white frame with 
integral lumbar

ABM1W
Absolute mesh back 
task chair with white 
frame with integral 
lumbar

ABM1
Absolute task chair 
with back frame and 
mesh back with integral 
lumbar 
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W9486
Task Chair 
No arms 
 

W9487 
Task chair 
Height adjustable arms 
 

OT12
Stylish modern design with truly superb comfort.

The OT12 task chair delivers fantastic comfort with 
simple elegant styling. It is capable of providing a 
comprehensive suite of adjustments and features  
a dynamic synchronised tilt action.

The elegant and well proportioned back frame 
supports a soft touch 3D self supporting mesh. 

With choices of colours for moulded plastic 
components and for the 3D mesh, it is easy to tailor  
the appearance to complement its environment. 
 

FEATURES 
(*Selected models only)
•  5 Star base

•  65mm Hard wheel castors*

•  Synchronised mechanism with adjustable tension and travel 

limitation in four steps, including locking upright

•  Moulded foam seat cushion 

•  Self-supporting mesh back

•  Height adjustable arms*

W9018 
Task chair, with height 
adjustable arms 
 

W9019 
Task chair with headrest, 
with height adjustable arms 
 

W0187
Task chair, no arms 
 

OT11
Stylish yet functional.

OT11 is a contemporary task seating range 
with a stylish, height adjustable mesh back 
available in range of colours to suit modern office 
environments. Available with the addition of an 
adjustable headrest that offers users support in 
alternative postures including reclined positions.  
 

FEATURES 
(*Selected models only)
•  5 Star base
•  60mm Hard wheel castors
•  Height adjustable ratchet back
•  Fully synchronised mechanism*
•  Adjustable lumbar support
•  3D self-supporting mesh back
•  Height adjustable arms*
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OT8
An ergonomically shaped range of task 
seating for the modern office.

A new family of task seating specially designed to 
cater for all sizes. From ‘Petite’ with it’s smaller seat 
and back through to ‘Grande’ with extra large seat 
and back and heavy duty gas lift to carry up to  
30 stones. OT8 allows you to suite task seating for 
users of all shapes and sizes.

FEATURES 
• Available in three sizes
•   Independent seat tilt ratchet back adjustment
•   5 year warranty

PETITE
• Ideal for the smaller user
• Black base & arms

STANDARD
• Black base & arms

GRANDE
•    Ideal for heavy duty usage
•    Guaranteed up to 30 stone
•    Seat slide as standard
•    Heavy duty height adjustable arms

W0183 
Medium back 
 

W0184 
Medium back, with fixed 
arms
 

W0188 
Medium back, with 
height adjustable arms 
 

W0181 
High back 
 

W0182 
High back, with fixed  
arms
 

W0189 
High back, with height 
adjustable arms 
 

OT7
Think Smart.

OT7 offers a clean linear aesthetic and user  
friendly adjustments to provide the optimum blend  
of style and functionality required for the office 
environment. The fully upholstered task seating 
range provides a host of options to choose from 
including a choice of back height, two variations of 
mechanism and a seat slide to ensure a comfortable 
sit throughout the working day.

 
 

FEATURES 
(*Selected models only)
•  5 Star base*
•  50mm Hard wheel castors*
•  Height adjustable back
•  Independent mechanism with seat and back  

locking function*
•   Standard mechanism with back locking function*
•  Medium back*
•  High back*
•  Fixed arms*
•  Height adjustable arms*

W9077
Grande task height 
adjustable no arms

W9076
Standard task with 
height adjustable arms

W9073
Petite task with height 
adjustable arms

W9076
Standard task no arms

W9074
Petite task no arms
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W9080 
High back, no arms 
Black base 
 

W9081
High back, height 
adjustable arms 
Black base 
 

D2640D
High back, draughtsman 
chair, Black base 
 

OT6
A chair to rival any competitor.

OT6 task chair is designed for ease of use, 
featuring simple styling without compromising 
on performance. Dash excels with its range of 
functional and dimensional adjustments which 
come as standard.

 
 

FEATURES 
(*Selected models only)
• 5 Star base
• 60mm Hard wheel castors*
•  Synchronised mechanism with adjustable tension,  

back locking function in four positions, including locking 
upright

• 70mm back height adjustment
• Width and height adjustable arms*

W9883
Independent control, 
no arms 
 

W9243
Synchronised control, 
no arms 
 

W9884
Independent control, 
height adjustable arms 
 

W9244
Synchronised control, 
height adjustable arms 
 

W9885
Independent control, 
fold down arms 
 

W9245
Synchronised control, 
fold down arms 
 

OT4+
Superb comfort.

The dynamic OT4+ task chair ticks all the boxes 
when it comes to extra features and benefits.  
Stylish and functional, the user friendly controls 
allow the user to quickly adjust to the most 
comfortable seating position. 
 

FEATURES 
(*Selected models only)
• 5 Star base*
• 60mm Hard wheel castors*
• Height adjustable ratchet back
•  Independent mechanism with seat and back  

locking function*
• Fully synchronised mechanism*
• 50mm seat depth adjustment
• Inflatable lumbar support
• Height adjustable arms*
• Fold down arms*
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W9741 
Medium back, fixed 
arms. Black base 
 

W9742 
Medium back, height 
adjustable arms 
Black base 
 

W9745 
High back, height  
adjustable arms           
Black base  
 

W9746 
Visitor chair, no arms 
Black base 
 

W9747 
Visitor chair, with arms 
Black base 
 

OT3
Deeply contoured upholstery.

OT3 seating offers deeply contoured upholstery and 
complementary visitor/conference chairs.  
 

FEATURES 
(*Selected models only)
• 5 Star base*
• Tubular Steel cantilever frame*
• 50mm Hard wheel castors*
• Ratchet height adjustable back
• Plastic glides* 
• Standard mechanism with back locking function*
• Medium back*
• Fixed arms*
• Height adjustable arms*

OT2XL
The ultimate in modern comfort.

OT2XL task chairs are built with contoured seats 
and backrests to provide high levels of comfort  
and support during prolonged seatid periods. 
 

FEATURES 
(*Selected models only)
•  5 Star base*
• Tubular Steel cantilever frame*
• 50mm Hard wheel castors*
• Height adjustable back*
• Height adjustable ratchet back*
•  Standard mechanism with back locking function*
• High back*
• Fixed arms*
• Height adjustable arms*

W9238 
XL version, high back,  
height adjustable arms 
 

W9236 
XL version, high back, 
no arms 
 

W9237 
XL version, high back, 
fixed arms 
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W9674
High back, no arms 
Black base 
 

W9847
Medium back, height 
adjustable arms 
Black base 
 

W9675
High back, fixed arms 
Black base 
 

W9723
High back, height 
adjustable arms  
Black base 
 

W9676
Visitors chair, no arms 
Black base 
 

W9679
Visitors chair, with arms 
Black base 
 

OT2
Traditional series of task chairs.

OT2 operator chairs with contoured seats and 
backrests plus a full range of ergonomic controls 
provide comfort and support during prolonged 
periods of seated task work.

Also available with an extra large seat  
and back version. 
 

FEATURES 
(*Selected models only)
• 5 Star base*
• Tubular Steel cantilever frame*
• 50mm Hard wheel castors*
• Plastic glides* 
• Height adjustable back*
• Height adjustable ratchet back*
• Standard mechanism with back locking function*
• Medium back*
• High back*
• Fixed arms*
• Height adjustable arms*

W9667 
Task chair 
No arms 
 

W9668 
Task chair 
Fixed arms 
 

W9923
Visitor chair  
No arms 
 

W9485 
Task chair  
Height adjustable arms 
 

W9924 
Visitor chair  
With arms 
 

OT2 MESH
Simple, functional and stylish.

The addition of a stylish, height adjustable mesh 
back gives a modern fresh aesthetic to the range. 
Available as a task chair and cantilever visitors chair, 
both with a choice of arms. 
 

FEATURES 
(*Selected models only)

• 5 Star base*
• Tubular Steel cantilever frame*
• 50mm Hard wheel castors*
• Height adjustable back
• Plastic glides* 
• Standard mechanism with back locking function*
• 3D self-supporting mesh back
• Fixed arms*
• Height adjustable arms*
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FI1/M6
Task chair  
No Arms 
 

FI1/M6/HA
Task chair  
Height Adjustable Arms 
 

FIBRE
Sleek & Contemporary

Ergonomically designed with subtle contours in the 
seat and back, Fibre takes the strain by providing  
fully synchronised solution, with an integrated 
seat slider, adjustable lumbar support and tension 
adjustment control

 

FEATURES
•  5 star pyramid base
• 60mm castors
• Deep, thick CMHR foam provides improved user comfort
• Seat depth adjustment
• Adjustable lumbar support
• Fixed back height
• One Touch Seat Height Adjustment
• Bodyweight Tension adjustment when in  
 free float mode
• Choice of 7 different mech colours for back (Black, Red,   
 White, Green, Silver, Blue, Orange)
• Height Adjustable Arms (only availbile on FI1/M6/HA)
• 5 year Warranty
• Weight Capacity: 150KG

ERAM1
Mesh back task chair 
with integral lumbar 
support 
 

ERAUP1 
Upholstered back 
task chair with lumbar 
support 
 

ERAUPR1
Upholstered back Task 
chair with upholstered 
rear panel, lumbar 
support 
 

ERA
Designed by Studio Ocee

Era is the perfect family of task, work lite and 
meeting chairs, which has been designed to satisfy 
the increasing variety of tasks in the workplace.  
The range of chairs within the family are 
comfortable but not bulky, light but stable, and 
recognisable but versatile. 
 

FEATURES 
(*Selected models only)
• Mesh, upholstered and upholstered with  
 rear panel backs
• 5 - 10 working day delivery  
 (depending on fabric availability)
• Extensive collection to facilitate a variety  
 of working styles
• Grey and black frame options
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POSTURE SEATING 
Features Guide

FEATURES

ORTHOPAEDICA  
300 SERIES 

P 190

ORTHOPAEDICA  
200 SERIES 

P191

ORTHOPAEDICA  
100 SERIES 

P 192

ORTHOPAEDICA  
90 SERIES 

P 193 

UPHOLSTERED BACK l l l l

MESH  o  o  o  o

INDEPENDENT MECHANISM ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲

STANDARD MECHANISM  o  o  o  o

SYNCHRONISED MEHCANISM ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲

BODY BALANCED MECHANISM  o  o  o  o

SEAT SLIDE ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲

LUMBAR SUPPORT ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲

THORASIC SUPPORT ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲

AIR TECH SEAT    ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲

FEATURES

OT POSTURE 
ULTRA 

P 194

OT POSTURE 
DELUXE 

P 195

OT POSTURE 
 

P 196

OT POSTURE 
PETITE 

P 197

UPHOLSTERED BACK l l l l

MESH  o  o  o  o

INDEPENDENT MECHANISM l l l l

STANDARD MECHANISM  o  o  o  o

SYNCHRONISED MEHCANISM  o  o  o  o

BODY BALANCED MECHANISM  o  o  o  o

SEAT SLIDE l l l l

LUMBAR SUPPORT l l l l

THORASIC SUPPORT ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲

AIR TECH SEAT    ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲

l Standard feature            ▲  Optional feature   o  Not available 

l Standard feature            ▲  Optional feature   o  Not available 

HEADREST 
 

FOLD DOWN ARMS 

INFLATABLE LUMBAR  
& THORAX 

SEAT SLIDE AIRTECH SEAT BOARD

ORTHOPAEDICA
Orthopaedica is a comprehensive range of ergonomically 
responsive task seating designed to meet the challenging 

conditions found in today’s commercial environment. 
Boasting an impressive list of possibilities, Orthopaedica 

provides the user with the ultimate level of postural 
support. Sculptured seat and back cushions make it an ideal 

choice for those with back problems.

WE’VE GOT YOUR BACK.
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ORTHOPAEDICA
We’ve got your back.

300 SERIES 
Every individual is unique in their proportions, which 
is why we developed a range of back heights within 
the Orthopaedica range.

FEATURES 
(*Selected models only)
• 5 Star base
• 60mm Hard wheel castors
• Height adjustable ratchet back
•  Independent mechanism with seat and back 

locking function*
• Fully synchronised mechanism*
• Height adjustable arms*
• Fold down arms*

OC307
Task chair  
No arms
 

OC307HA
Task chair  
Height adjustable arms
 

OC307FDA
Task chair  
Fold down arms
 

ORTHOPAEDICA
We’ve got your back.

200  SERIES 
Every individual is unique in their proportions, which 
is why we developed a range of back heights within 
the Orthopaedica range.

FEATURES 
(*Selected models only)
• 5 Star base
• 60mm Hard wheel castors
• Height adjustable ratchet back
•  Independent mechanism with seat and back 

locking function*
• Fully synchronised mechanism*
• Height adjustable arms*
• Fold down arms*

OC207
Task chair  
No arms
 

OC207HA
Task chair  
Height adjustable arms
 

OC207FDA
Task chair  
Fold down arms
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OC97
Task chair  
No arms
 

OC97HA
Task chair  
Height adjustable arms
 

OC97FDA
Task chair  
Fold down arms
 

ORTHOPAEDICA
We’ve got your back.

90 SERIES 

The 90 Series is the original model of Orthopaedica, 
built with a contoured seat and backrest; it  
provides high levels of support during prolonged 
seating periods.

FEATURES 
(*Selected models only)
• 5 Star base
• 60mm Hard wheel castors
• Height adjustable ratchet back
•  Independent mechanism with seat and back 

locking function*
• Fully synchronised mechanism*
• Height adjustable arms*
• Fold down arms*

OC107
Task chair  
No arms
 

OC107HA
Task chair  
Height adjustable arms
 

OC107FDA
Task chair  
Fold down arms
 

ORTHOPAEDICA
We’ve got your back.

100 SERIES 
The 100 Series offers a wider back for a more 
encompassing sit. The upholstered outer back 
creates a softer aesthetic and can be specified in 
two-tone fabric to create a unique look.

FEATURES 
(*Selected models only)
• 5 Star base
• 60mm Hard wheel castors
• Height adjustable ratchet back
•  Independent mechanism with seat and back 

locking function*
• Fully synchronised mechanism*
• Height adjustable arms*
• Fold down arms*
• Headrest*
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W9491 
Multi-functional arms 
Black base 

 W9579 
Multi-functional arms 
Black base 

W9492 
Multi-functional arms 
Chrome base 

W9578 
Multi-functional arms 
Chrome base 

 

HIGH BACK
 

 

MID BACK
 

OT POSTURE ULTRA
Designed to provide the ultimate level 
of postural support.

The OT Posture range provides the ultimate level 
of support, ideal for those who suffer with back or 
posture issues.

With ergonomically curved backrests and 
contoured seats, the independent adjustment of 
the seat and back angle, along with the bodyweight 
tension control ensure that the user can achieve the 
optimum seated position.

One of the most cost effective posture seating 
ranges available. 
 

FEATURES 
•  Fully upholstered extra high sculpted backrest
•  Heavy duty 3 lever mechanism
•  Seat depth adjustment
•  Independent seat and backrest angle adjustment
•  Bodyweight tension adjustment
•  Independent ratchet back height adjustment
•  Inflatable lumbar support
•  5 year guarantee

OT POSTURE DELUXE
Designed to provide the ultimate level 
of postural support.

The OT Posture range provides the ultimate level 
of support, ideal for those who suffer with back or 
posture issues.

With ergonomically curved backrests and 
contoured seats, the independent adjustment of  
the seat and back angle, along with the bodyweight 
tension control ensure that the user can achieve the 
optimum seated position.

One of the most cost effective posture seating 
ranges available. 
 

FEATURES 
•  Fully upholstered backrest
•  Heavy duty 3 lever mechanism
•  Seat depth adjustment
•  Independent seat and backrest angle adjustment
•  Bodyweight tension adjustment
•  Independent ratchet back height adjustment
•  Inflatable lumbar support
•  5 year guarantee

W9441 
Height adjustable arms 
Black base 

W9311 
Height adjustable arms 
Black base 

W8857 
Drop down arms 
Black base 

W8855 
Height & depth 
adjustable arms 
Black base 

W9313 
Height & depth 
adjustable arms 
Black base 

W9468 
Height adjustable arms 
Chrome base 

W9312 
Height adjustable arms 
Chrome base 

W9447 
Drop down arms 
Chrome base 

W8858 
Drop down arms 
Chrome base 

W8856 
Height & depth  
adjustable arms  
Chrome base 

W9314 
Height & depth  
adjustable arms 
Chrome base 

 

RADIAL BACK
 

 

SQUARE BACK
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OT POSTURE
Designed to provide the ultimate level 
of postural support.

The OT Posture range provides the ultimate level 
of support, ideal for those who suffer with back or 
posture issues.

With ergonomically curved backrests and 
contoured seats, the independent adjustment of 
the seat and back angle, along with the bodyweight 
tension control ensure that the user can achieve the 
optimum seated position.

One of the most cost effective posture seating 
ranges available. 
 

FEATURES 
•  Upholstered backrest with moulded outer shell
•  Heavy duty 3 lever mechanism
•  Seat depth adjustment
•  Independent seat and backrest angle adjustment
•  Bodyweight tension adjustment
•  Independent ratchet back height adjustment
•  Inflatable lumbar support
•  5 year guarantee

W9442 
Height adjustable arms 
Black base 

W9358 
Height adjustable arms 
Black base 
 

W9469 
Drop down arms 
Black base 
 

W8853 
Drop down arms 
Black base 
 

W8851 
Height & depth 
adjustable arms 
Black base 
 

W9359 
Height & depth 
adjustable arms 
Black base 
 

W9473 
Height adjustable arms 
Chrome base 
  

W9361 
Height adjustable arms 
Chrome base 
 

W9472 
Drop down arms 
Chrome base 
 

W8854 
Drop down arms 
Chrome base 
 

W8852 
Height & depth  
adjustable arms 
Chrome base 
 

W9362  
Height & depth  
adjustable arms 
Chrome base 
 

 

RADIAL BACK
 

 

SQUARE BACK
 

OT POSTURE PETITE
Designed to provide the ultimate level 
of postural support.

The OT Posture range provides the ultimate level 
of support, ideal for those who suffer with back or 
posture issues.

With ergonomically curved backrests and 
contoured seats, the independent adjustment of  
the seat and back angle, along with the bodyweight 
tension control ensure that the user can achieve the 
optimum seated position.

One of the most cost effective posture seating 
ranges available. 
 

FEATURES 
•  Upholstered petite backrest with moulded outer shell
•  Heavy duty 3 lever mechanism
•  Seat depth adjustment
•  Independent seat and backrest angle adjustment
•  Bodyweight tension adjustment
•  Independent ratchet back height adjustment
•  Inflatable lumbar support
•  5 year guarantee

W9300 
No arms 
Black base 
 

W9302 
Height & depth  
adjustable arms 
Black base 
 

W9301 
Height adjustable arms 
Black base 
 

W9173 
No arms 
Black base 
  

W9175 
Height & depth  
adjustable arms 
Black base 
 

W9174 
Height adjustable arms 
Black base 
 

 

RADIAL BACK
 

 

SQUARE BACK
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PAILO
Bringing work home.

Pailo is a desking system featuring single and back to back benches as well as two shapes 
of project tables for more relaxed work settings. A natural selection for any corporate 
space, Pailo’s defining wood legs are available in a matt clear lacquer or a black stain to 
complement the wide range of top finishes available. 

The inclusion of a gantry provides a hanging space for Pailo’s versatile range of screens 
and accessories. Hanging screens can be suspended from the gantry by bridle leather 
straps, leaving the above space free to be used for the pendulous lighting and plants.  
An adjustable drape screens offer personalised levels of privacy, attached to the gantry 
they can be raised or lowered by the user to suit individual preference. 

SINGLE STAND ALONE DESK 
PL1208 1200mm w x 800mm d  
PL1408 1400mm w x 800mm d  
PL1608 1600mm w x 800mm d  
PL1808 1800mm w x 800mm d  
PL2008 2000mm w x 800mm d  

EXECUTIVE SINGLE  
PLE1208 1200mm w x 800mm d  
PLE1408 1400mm w x 800mm d  
PLE1608 1600mm w x 800mm d 
PLE1808 1800mm w x 800mm d  
PLE2008 2000mm w x 800mm d 

BACK TO BACK STAND ALONE  
PLB1216 1200mm w x 1650mm d  
PLB1416 1400mm w x 1650mm d  
PLB1616 1600mm w x 1650mm d  
PLB1816 1800mm w x 1650mm d  
PLB2016 2000mm w x 1650mm d  

PROJECT TABLE 
No cut out 1650mm
PLMT2416  2400mm w x 1650mm d 
PLMT3616  3600mm w x 1650mm d 
PLMT4816  4800mm w x 1650mm d
With cut out for power 1650mm
PLMT2416-AB  2400mm w x 1650mm d 
PLMT3616-AB  3600mm w x 1650mm d 
PLMT4816-AB  4800mm w x 1650mm d

BOAT SHAPED PROJECT TABLE
No cut out 1800mm
PLBMT2416  2400mm w x 1650mm d 
PLBMT3616  3600mm w x 1650mm d 
PLBMT4816  4800mm w x 1650mm d
With cut out for power 1800mm
PLBMT2416-AB 2400mm w x 1650mm d 
PLBMT3616-AB 3600mm w x 1650mm d 
PLBMT4816-AB 4800mm w x 1650mm d
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SINGLE DESK 
HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE
800mm depth 
1200mm w  
1400mm w 
1600mm w 
1800mm w 
2000mm w  

BACKTO BACK DESK 
HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE
1650mm depth 
1200mm w  
1400mm w 
1600mm w 
1800mm w 
2000mm w  

LIFTING AID
For rectangular desks 
SETL  

SINGLE DESK 
HEIGHT SETTABLE
800mm depth 
1200mm w  
1400mm w 
1600mm w 
1800mm w 
2000mm w  

BACK TO BACK DESK 
HEIGHT SETTABLE
1650mm depth 
1200mm w  
1400mm w 
1600mm w 
1800mm w 
2000mm w  

SETME - RECTANGULAR
Beautiful innovation.

It’s time to raise the bar, with SetMe, a new Desking System.

The first of its kind where stability and height-adjustability are at its core.  
This modular solution provides versatility like no other, and in today’s demanding  
working environment, SetMe offers various degrees of privacy, comprehensive  
wire management and functional independence due to the innovative design of  
its core structure.
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SETME - 120O

Beautiful innovation.

It’s time to raise the bar, with SetMe, a new Desking System.

The first of its kind where stability and height-adjustability are at its core.  
This modular solution provides versatility like no other, and in today’s demanding  
working environment, SetMe offers various degrees of privacy, comprehensive  
wire management and functional independence due to the innovative design of  
its core structure.

SINGLE 120O DESK 
HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE
800mm depth 
1200mm w  
1400mm w 
  

CLUSTER OF 3 
120O DESK 
HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE
1650mm depth 
1200mm w  
1400mm w 
  

LIFTING AID
For rectangular desks 
SETL  

SINGLE 120O DESK 
HEIGHT SETTABLE
800mm depth 
1200mm w  
1400mm w 
  

CLUSTER OF 3 
120O DESK 
HEIGHT SETTABLE
1650mm Depth 
1200mm w  
1400mm w 
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BACK TO BACK STARTER DESK
Standard leg fixed top 
CHB1616  
1650mm d x 1600mm w  

Standard leg sliding top 
CHBSL1616  
1650mm d x 1600mm w  

SINGLE STARTER DESK
Standard leg fixed top 
CH1608  
800mm d x 1600mm w  

Standard leg sliding top 
CHSL1608  
800mm d x 1600mm w   

SINGLE ADD ON
Standard leg fixed top 
CH1608A  
800mm d x 1600mm w  

Standard leg sliding top 
CHSL1608A  
800mm d x 1600mm w  

BACK TO BACK ADD ON
Standard leg fixed top 
CHB1616A  
1650mm d x 1600mm w 

Standard leg sliding top 
CHBSL1616A      
1650mm d x 1600mm w    

CHEMISTRY
A catalyst for change.

Chemistry workstations can be configured as individual desks or as bench solutions  
that share components, allowing for the integration of partitions that form touch  
down workstations or meeting spaces. 

The range incorporates two leg styles and the ability to integrate sliding tops for ease  
of access to integrated cable management.
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CHEMISTRY  
HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE
A catalyst for change.

Chemistry incorporates a height adjustable workstation solution allowing the user the 
option to vary their posture and stand whilst working. Chemistry features a back to back 
height adjustable bench leg option that allows the user to quickly set their optimum 
working height by means of a responsive manual adjustment or via a push button 
electronic mechanism.

SINGLE DESK 
STANDARD CRANK
800mm Depth

CHXDAK1208 1200mm w  
CHXDAK1408 1400mm w  
CHXDAK1608 1600mm w  
CHXDAK1808 1800mm w  
CHXDAK2008 2000mm w  

BACK TO BACK BENCH 
STANDARD CRANK
1650mm Depth

CHXDAKB1216 1200mm w   
CHXDAKB1416  1400mm w  
CHXDAKB1616 1600mm w   
CHXDAKB1816 1800mm w  
CHXDAKB2016 2000mm w   

SINGLE DESK 
SPEEDY CRANK
800mm Depth

CHXDASK1208 1200mm w  
CHXDASK1408 1400mm w  
CHXDASK1608 1600mm w  
CHXDASK1808 1800mm w  
CHXDASK2008 2000mm w  

BACK TO BACK BENCH 
SPEEDY CRANK
1650mm Depth

CHXDASKB1216 1200mm w  
CHXDASKB1416 1400mm w   
CHXDASKB1616 1600mm w   
CHXDASKB1816 1800mm w   
CHXDASKB201 2000mm w  

SINGLE DESK 
ELECTRIC
800mm Depth

CHXDAE1208 1200mm w  
CHXDAE1408 1400mm w  
CHXDAE1608 1600mm w  
CHXDAE1808 1800mm w  
CHXDAE2008 2000mm w  

BACK TO BACK BENCH  
ELECTRIC
1650mm Depth

CHXDAEB1216 1200mm w  
CHXDAEB1416  1400mm w   
CHXDAEB1616 1600mm w   
CHXDAEB1816 1800mm w   
CHXDAEB2016 2000mm w  

Full range of cable management and screens available on request.
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RECTANGULAR  
DESK
1600 x 800mm  
metal frame
AD16 

SIMPLE HANDED 
CORNER 
WORKSTATION
1600 x 1600/800mm 
panel end
ACWS16 

CORNER  
DESK
1600 x 1000/800mm  
metal frame 
AC16 

HANDED  
CORNER 
WORKSTATION
1600 x 1600/800mm 
metal frame 
ACW16T 

DESK-HIGH 
PEDESTAL

2 drawers + 1 filing
AEP3T 

CIRCULAR  
TABLE

1200 diameter, wV-base 
ATD12 

AMBUS®

Comfort, quality and style: the furniture of choice.

Offering a solution for every workplace requirement, Ambus is one of the most 
comprehensive desk systems available, with matching storage, tables and screens. 
Ambus desks are offered in MFC and veneer, on both metal frames and panel ends.

SIMPLE CORNER 
DESK
1600 x 800mm 
metal frame
ACS16
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STANDARD LEG

SINGLE BENCH  
INITIAL
with standard frame, fixed tops 
and cable ports.

QBS8

DOUBLE BENCH I 
NITIAL
with standard frame, fixed tops 
and cable ports.

QBD8

DOUBLE BENCH 
ADD-ON
with standard frame, fixed 
tops and cable ports.

QBD8/E

DOUBLE BENCH 
END DESK
with standard frame, fixed tops 
and cable ports.

QBD8/D

SINGLE BENCH 
ADD-ON
with standard frame, fixed tops 
and cable ports.

QBS8/E

SLIDING  
TOP

RECTANGULAR LEG SQUARE LEG

X-RANGE® BENCH
Strength, style and stability.

X-Range bench combines elegant looks with exceptional strength and rigidity.  
Tops may be fixed or sliding, and comprehensive cable management is standard. 
Adapt as your needs change:  make bench runs longer or shorter by  
adding or removing modules  – even add a further worksurface at 90° across ends  
of a bench run.
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3 PERSON BENCH / 
SIDE BY SIDE  
800mm d x 730mm h Top
FBCS12-3 1200mm w  
FBCS14-3 1400mm w  
FBCS16-3 1600mm w  
FBCS18-3 1800mm w  

2 PERSON BENCH /  
SIDE BY SIDE 
800mm d x 730mm h Top
FBCS12-2 1200mm w  
FBCS14-2 1400mm w  
FBCS16-2 1600mm w  
FBCS18-2 1800mm w  

1 PERSON BENCH / 
STAND ALONE
800mm d x 730mm h Top
FBCS12-1 1200mm w  
FBCS14-1 1400mm w  
FBCS16-1 1600mm w  
FBCS18-1 1800mm w  

4 PERSON BENCH /  
BACK TO BACK 
800mm d x 730mm h Top
FBCD12-4 1200mm w  
FBCD14-4 1400mm w  
FBCD16-4 1600mm w  
FBCD18-4 1800mm w  

2 PERSON BENCH /  
BACK TO BACK 
800mm d x 730mm h Top
FBCD12-2 1200mm w  
FBCD14-2 1400mm w  
FBCD16-2 1600mm w  
FBCD18-2 1800mm w  

6 PERSON BENCH / 
BACK TO BACK 
800mm d x 730mm h Top
FBCD12-6 1200mm w  
FBCD14-6 1400mm w  
FBCD16-6 1600mm w  
FBCD18-6 1800mm w  

OT BENCH 
A simple system delivering intelligent results. 

OT Bench provides a classically elegant solution to the problems of today’s modern 
offices. OT Bench offers a generous worksurface detail that provides the opportunity  
to create multiple workstation arrangements, along with variety of accessories to 
enhance practicality and flexibility.

FABRIC SCREEN  
WITH RAIL 
400mm h

UST0412 1200mm w  
UST0414 1400mm w  
UST0416 1600mm w  
UST0418 1800mm w  

SINGLE HORIZONTAL  
CABLE BASKET

FBBA12 1200mm w  
FBBA14 1400mm w  
FBBA16 1600mm w  
FBBA18 1800mm w  

DOUBLE HORIZONTAL  
CABLE BASKET

FBDBA12 1200mm w  
FBDBA14 1400mm w  
FBDBA16 1600mm w  
FBDBA18 1800mm w  
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SINGLE HA  
ELECTRIC
800mm d x 650-1300mm h

FBPAE1208 1200mm w  
FBPAE1408 1400mm w  
FBPAE1608 1600mm w  
FBPAE1808 1800mm w  
FBPAE2008 2000mm w  

BACK TO BACK BENCH HA 
ELECTRIC
1650mm d x 620-1270mm h

FBPAEB1216 1200mm w  
FBPAEB1416 1400mm w  
FBPAEB1616 1600mm w  
FPBABE1816 1800mm w  
FPBAEB2016 2000mm w  

OT height adjustable incorporates a simple yet practical height adjustable workstation 
that offers a solution to todays office requirements, allowing the user options to vary 
posture and stand whilst working.

OT HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE  
Reaching new heights.
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OT Bench provides a classically elegant solution to the problems of today’s modern 
offices. OT Bench offers a generous worksurface detail that provides the opportunity  
to create multiple workstation arrangements, along with variety of accessories to 
enhance practicality and flexibility.

OT STAND ALONE
A simple system delivering intelligent results. 

STAND ALONE TABLE
800mm d x 730mm h

FBCSMW12-1 1200mm w  
FBCSMW14-1 1400mm w  
FBCSMW16-1 1600mm w  
FBCSMW18-1 1800mm w  

STORAGE RETURN
440mm d x 560mm h

FBDROF-56-16 1600mm w  
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T-SHAPE EXECUTIVE SUITE       
Macassar Gold veneer and gloss White 
lacquer, on polished chrome frame. 
 

FULCRUM® CE
Different by design for the contemporary executive. 

Beautifully crafted desks and workstations suite with matching storage to create 
highly individual executive workstations. Choose from a finish palette of natural timber 
veneers, gloss lacquers, glass and steel to create office suites of distinctive character.

WORKSTATION A
1800mm  
(2255 x 1242mm)
AEWA18

WORKSTATION B
1800mm  
(2255 x 1651mm)
AEWB18

WORKSTATION C
1800mm  
(2255 x 2039mm)
AEWC18

SINGLE DESK
1800 x 800mm
AESP18

OPTIONAL 
MODESTY PANEL
AEMP15 for single desks
AEMP18 for 
workstations

AMBUS® EXECUTIVE
Contemporary functionality. 

Ambus Executive workstations incorporate drawers and cupboards.  
Cables route unseen through the storage unit to desk top. Panels in MFC or veneer, 
and frames in black, white or raw steel with optional modesty panels. Tops from 
1600-1800mm wide.
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HIRISE®

Adjustable. Flexible. Affordable. 

Stable, reliable and attractive electric sit-stand desks. Move effortlessly between 
sitting and standing at the touch of a button, with the convenience of four memory 
presets and the safety of an integral anti-collision mechanism. Tops in a wide range of 
MFC and veneer finishes, complemented by matching storage.

Unique “letterbox” freestanding dividing screens enable shared access to high 
capacity cable trays

SINGLE DESK
Widths from 1200- 1800mm. 
Height adjustable  
720-1150mm
HR1

TOP-FIXED STORAGE
YPD Pen drawer
YWTD Wide tray drawer

“LETTERBOX” SCREENS
Floorstanding 1235mm high, 
fully upholstered or part-glazed
HS1L / HS1LP

TOP-FIXED SCREENS

SOLID HS1
PART-GLAZED HS1P

RECTANGULAR DESK 
1600 x 800mm
QD16 

120° WORKSTATION 
1000 x 1000 x 800mm
QC120 

DESK-HIGH PEDESTAL 
2 drawers + 1 filing
QEP3 

X-RANGE®

Practical and cost-effective.

X-Range offers a practical and attractive choice of freestanding desks , which match 
and complement X-Range bench, tables, receptions and storage.
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RECTANGULAR
800mm d x 730mm h

W9683 800mm w
W9690  1000mm w
W9684  1200mm w
W9670  1400mm w 
W9685  1600mm w
W9686  1800mm w  
 

SINGLE WAVE*
1000/800mm d x 730mm h

W9967  1200mm w 
W9978 1600mm w
W9979 1800mm w
 
The image above is left-hand *Specify 
LEFT or RIGHT hand by adding suffix L or 
R to code

RADIAL*
1170mm d x 730mm h

W9970  1600mm w  
W9971  1800mm w 
  
The image above is left-hand *Specify 
LEFT or RIGHT hand by adding suffix L or 
R to code

OT CANTILEVER & PANEL END
A straight forward range, for the ever demanding office.

OT Cantilever & Panel End Workstations offer a straight forward range of shapes and 
sizes for the ever demanding office environment. Incorporating fly-over tops with wire 
management portholes and complementary storage pedestals. Finished in White, Oak, 
Maple and Steamed Beech 25mm MFC, with Silver metalwork. Additional meeting room 
tables are also available from the product range, if required.

RECTANGULAR
800mm d x 730mm h

W9400  800mm w 
W9401   1000mm w
W9402  1200mm w
W9403  1400mm w
W9404   1600mm w
W9405   1800mm w 
 

SINGLE WAVE*
1000/800mm d x 730mm h

W9406  1200mm w 
W9407  1600mm w 
W9408  1800mm w

The image above is left-hand *Specify LEFT 
or RIGHT hand by adding suffix L or R to code

RADIAL*
1170mm d x 730mm h

W9410  1600mm w 
W9411  1800mm w 
   
 
The image above is left-hand *Specify LEFT 
or RIGHT hand by adding suffix L or R to code

RECTANGULAR 
DESKTOP SCREEN 
UPHOLSTERED 
400mm h

W9955 1200mm w 
W9960 1400mm w 
W9956 1600mm w 
W9957 1800mm w 

Suitable for both Cantilever and  
Panel End Desking

WAVE  
DESKTOP SCREEN 
UPHOLSTERED 
400mm h

W9034  1200mm w 
W9035 1400mm w 
W9036 1600mm w 
W9037 1800mm w

Suitable for both Cantilever and  
Panel End Desking
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SIGMA 

TOOL RAIL STRELA MONITOR ARM 

STANDARD MONITOR ARM AERO FLIP PORT-EL

CHROMA

PMK CHROMA

CONFERENCE 

DESK ACCESSORIES

SIGMA is quick and easy 
toassemble and facilitates the 
mounting of single and twin 
monitors. SIGMA is lightweight, 
yet it will still support up to 8kg 
(single arm).  
 
 

A highly functional, yet robust 
monitor arm, available with 
either a single or double arm 
set up.

•     Fully height adjustable with 
‘quick release clamp’

•     Includes pre-installed cable 
management

•     Pole height 400mm  
(single and double)

A highly functional, yet robust 
monitor arm, available with 
either a single or double arm 
set up.

•     Fully height adjustable with 
‘quick release clamp’

•     Includes pre-installed cable 
management

•     Pole height 400mm  
(single and double)

•   Available in White or Black 
•    Available as a single or  
 twin arm 
•     Equipped with both Top Fix 

and Through Desk Clamps

• Screen size  
 (Single only) 17″ – 32

•     Maximum reach 483mm
•     Weight capacity 13kg  

(per arm)
•    Supplied with through desk    
 and clamp fittings
•     Universal 75mm & 100mm 

Vesa plate included
•     Available in silver, black or 

white

•     Maximum reach 483mm
•     Weight capacity 13kg  

(per arm)
•    Supplied with through desk  
 and clamp fittings
•     Universal 75mm & 100mm 

Vesa plate included
•     Available in silver, black or 

white

Offering all the benefits of the 
standard monitor arm, with 
the option to have the monitor 
mounted on a desk screen tool rail.

•    Easy height adjustment

•    Can be adjusted above and 
    below the mounting point

•    Universal 75mm and 100mm  
    VESA plate included

•    Available in silver and white

DESK ACCESSORIES 

Chroma supplied with data and media connections allows the end  
user to connect various devices quickly and efficiently.Excellent clamping 
fixtures and smart charge points makes this a practical and stylish  
addition to your desktop.

PMK provides a neat 
and compact solution to 
your under desk power 
requirements.   

Also available with RJ45  
data connections.

Easy to install under the 
desk, this chrome finished 
basket helps keep cables 
tidy, reduce knots and 
prevent trip hazards.

•  Available in cut lengths to 
suit your individual needs 
(100mm increments)

•  Comes with fixing brackets 
and self-drilling screws

With a rotating desk fixing and 
weighted base, the spine neatly 
carries cables from the floor to 
the desk.
•    Grey, black and opaque 

(white)
•    Length 790mm (including 

fixings)
•     Base Diameter 165mm
•     13 segments (70mm x 50mm)

Designed to work with sit/stand 
desks, this flexible spine keeps all 
cables organised and free from 
damage and knots.
•     Interlocking block design
•    Height 1290mm
•    Base diameter 130mm
•    Top hooking element to  

screw under desk
•     Weighted base for extra 

stability
•    Available in black, white  

and silver

The multi configuration grommet module capable of delivering a range of 
power and data options direct to your desktop.

•   Fits standard 80mm portholes with a simple ratchet fixing 
•   Available in black, white or grey with silver outer ring as standard 
•   Multiple configurable options available to include power, data,   
   USB smart-charge, HDMI and audio 
•   Other colours available

Aero Flip in desk power module perfect for your boardroom tables, 
available in a variety of configurations providing you with power, data and 
media connections.  The sloping edge design ensures cables run flat and 
smoothly on exit.

•   Available in grey, black or white
•   Range of power and data connections, including USB smart charge

Conference is an in-desk power module which is accessible from both 
sides.  A range of connections including smart charge, data and media  
are available to meet the needs of any modern meeting room.
•  Available in 2 different sizes, depending on configuration
•  Lid closes while devices are connected

•  Silver case with white module as standard

SINGLE SINGLE

SINGLE

DOUBLE

DOUBLE

DOUBLE

CABLE SPINES HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE CABLE SPINES
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WHY ACOUSTICS...
Acoustics is about emotion…

People: 
Sound impacts on whether people have a negative or positive association with a space.  A positive 
soundscape improves our effectiveness, aids our wellbeing and increases our enjoyment of a space.  
A negative acoustic environment inhibits our productivity, reduces our comfort and increases stress.

Place: 
We must consider the place and its function to create an appropriate acoustic solution. Equally, the 
acoustic products should enhance the palette of the interior designer and not restrict the visual 
integrity of the scheme.

Purpose: 
We can accept different soundscapes if they are appropriate to the task: the buzz of a breakout 
canteen encourages us to socialise and relax, whereas the same noise level would be disruptive in an 
office work area. The acoustics of an environment have to be appropriate to the purpose of the area. 

PS TESSELLATE
Create your own acoustic configuration with the 
new Positive Sound Tessellate collection from 
Ocee Design. With seven shapes, different depth 
options and extensive fabric and colour choices, 
Positive Sound Tessellate is a bright and flexible 
acoustic panel system.

RECTANGLE 
Multiple sizes and 
widths 

DIAMOND 
One size 
 

TRAPEZIUM 
Two shape options 

PUZZLE
With two designs to choose from, and a selection 
of colours, the Puzzle panels have been created to 
divide space and look great. Puzzle panels, hanging 
at regular intervals can help to break up sound 
waves across an office, reception or café area. 

When hung in front of glass screens, the Puzzle 
panels can decrease reverberation in a space. 

700mm

20
00

m
m

700mm

20
00

m
m

PUZZLE1 
Puzzle panel 2000mm x 
700mm with circle design

PUZZLE2 
Puzzle panel 2000mm 
x 700mm with squares/
triangle design
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FABRICKS™
Super acoustic bricks made from acoustic foam

BAUDOT
We’ve been keeping this one quiet…

Fabricks are super acoustic bricks made from acoustic foam and wool fabric, designed 
to look fabulous, divide space and reduce noise. Quickly configured and reconfigured, 
Fabricks offer the flexibility to change spaces in the modern open plan workplace by 
creating walls for meeting spaces and individual work areas; the dynamic of a space and 
even the location of power can be altered in moments.

With great acoustic credentials, Fabricks combats the increased noise levels and visual 
distractions that lead to reduced productivity. Fabricks are tested to ISO 10053 and BS EN 
ISO 354:2003 achieving Class A sound absorption and fantastic sound attenuation results.

Baudot is a beautiful example of where form meets function. As well as making a visual 
impact in any area, the range can also be used in acoustic landscaping, as a solution to 
noisy environments such as open plan offices, atria and hospitality. Freestanding and wall 
mounted options can be specified to achieve a variety of fun looks

WALL MOUNTED 

Fabricks 3D brick wall  
1200mm wide x 1600 mm high

3D BRICK WALL ON CASTORS 

Fabricks 3D brick wall  
1200mm wide x 1600 mm high  
on castors

ACOUSTICSACOUSTICS
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STORAGE STORAGE

MTES-7-10-FC
Side board 
1 x Mitred insert
1 x Drop down 
 
1000w x 740h x 500mm d 
 

MTES-7-10-2DWC
Side board
1 x Mitred insert
2 x Single drawer 
 
1000w x 740h x 500mm d

MTES-7-16-DR2DWC
Side board
1 x Mitred insert
2 x Single drawer
1 x Door 
 
1600w x 740h x 500mm d

MTES-7-22-2DR2DWC
Side board
1 x Mitred insert
2 x Single drawer
2 x Door 
 
2200w x 740h x 500mm d

MTES-7-16-DRDWC
Side board
1 x Mitred insert
1 x Filing drawer
1 x Door 
 
1600w x 740h x 500mm d

MTES-7-22-2DRDWC
Side board
1 x Mitred insert
1 x Filing drawer
2 x Door 
 
2200w x 740h x 500mm d

MTES-7-16-DRFC
Side board
1 x Mitred insert
1 x Drop down
1 x Door 
 
1600w x 740h x 500mm d

MTES-7-22-2DRFC
Side board
1 x Mitred insert
1 x Drop down
2 x Door 
 
2200w x 740h x 500mm d

MTES-7-10-DWC
Side board 
1 x Mitred insert
1 x Filing drawer 
 
1000w x 740h x 500mm d

MOTE STORAGE  
Form and Function.

Mote storage has been designed to complement the full range of Mote seating. 
Featuring a contemporary silhouette, Mote storage comes in three heights that share a 
common design language, ideal for meeting rooms and collaborative environments.

Low Board storage is ideal for positioning beneath a large screen; Sideboards and High 
boards are a beautiful accompaniment to any meeting room and all can effortlessly  
house a number of multimedia devices.
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CHEMISTRY STORAGE 
Science of area division.

Chemistry Storage have been developed in a different way to the traditional filing  
system to respond to changing storage and privacy needs. Open shelves, drawers,  
flipper units and doors support a wide range of equipment, all of which can be 
incorporated into the design.

With a variety of sizes, product options and finishes available, Chemistry Storage  
is a perfect complement to our full range of workplace solutions.

UNDER DESK STORAGE
610mm h x 440mm d

MSF5/8/2DWSP 800mm w

UNDER DESK STORAGE
610mm hx 440mm d

MSF5/12/2DWSP 1200mm w

PERSONAL STORAGE
730mm h x 440mm d

MSF7/8/FD 800mm w 
MSF7/16/FD 1600mm w

SLIDING DOOR CUPBOARD
730mm h x 440mm d

MSF7/16/SL 1650mm w 

8 LOCKER UNIT
730mm h x 440mm d

MSF7/16/LU 1650mm w  

PERSONAL STORAGE
1150mm h x 440mm d

MSF12/8/FD 800mm w 

SLIDING DOOR CUPBOARD
1150mm h x 440mm d

MSF12/16/SL 1650mm w

12 LOCKER UNIT
1150mm h x 440mm d

MSF12/16/LU 1650mm w 
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Wooden Shelf 
W9877

Lateral Filing Frame 
W9475

Pull-out Filing Frame 
W9474

Wooden Shelf 
W9876

Lateral Filing Frame 
W9879

Pull-out Filing Frame 
W9878

2000mm h
1000mm w  
x 525mm d
W9871 2000mm h

*Includes one shelf 

1600mm h
1000mm w  
x 525mm d
W9870 1600mm h

*Includes one shelf 

1200mm h
1000mm w  
x 525mm d
W9869 1200mm h

730mm h
1000mm w  
x 525mm d
W9868 730mm h 

200mm h
1000mm w  
x 525mm d
W9867 2000mm h 

*Includes one shelf

730mm h
1000mm w  
x 525mm d
W9864 730mm h

1200mm h
1000mm w  
x 525mm d
W9865 1200mm h 

1600mm h
1000mm w  
x 525mm d
W9866 1600mm h

*Includes one shelf

DOUBLE DOOR

TAMBOUR INTERNALS

DOUBLE DOOR INTERNALS

TAMBOURS

OT STORAGE
Designed to complement the various desking ranges.
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OT STORAGE
Designed to complement the various desking ranges.

2000mm h
1000mm w  
x 425mmd
4 shelves

W9874 2000mm h 

870mm h
1000mm w  
x 425mmd
1 shelf

W9875 870mm h  

1200mm h
1000mm w  
x 425mmd
2 shelves

W9872 1200mm h

1600mm h
1000mm w  
x 425mmd
3 shelves

W9873 1600mm h  

2 DRAWER 
474mm w  
x 600mm d
2 drawer

W9100 730mm h 

MOBILE PED 
430mm w  
x 575mm d
3 drawer

W9961 631mm h 

MOBILE PED 
430mm w  
x 575mm d
2 drawer

W9974 565Hmm h 

MOBILE PED 
430mm w  
x 575mm d
3 drawer

W9975 565mm h 

DESK HIGH PED 
730mm h  
x 430mm w
3 drawer

W9681 600mm d
W9699 800mm d

4 DRAWER
474mm w  
x 600mm d
4 drawer

W9101 1350mm h 

BOOKCASES

FILING CABINETS

PEDESTALS
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HIBOX
Intelligent division of space.

HiBox defines spaces but maintains visual connections. Provides a degree of privacy 
but doesn’t isolate. The choice of heights and widths allows great flexibility of layout. 
Each 400mm deep module features a combination of cubes comprising open shelves, 
shelves with backs and cubes with flush-front, push-release doors. Bring the outside in 
with optional top-fixed planters.

SPACE DIVIDER
460 x 815mm high

HX84

SPACE DIVIDER
460 x 1984mm high

HX204

SPACE DIVIDER
850 x 1594mm high

HX168

SPACE DIVIDER
460 x 1205mm high

HX124

SPACE DIVIDER

850 x 815mm high
HX88

SPACE DIVIDER

850 x 1984mm high
HX208

SPACE DIVIDER
460 x 1594mm high

HX164

SPACE DIVIDER

850 x 1205mm high
HX128

PLANTERS
200mm high in widths  
to fit unit tops
HSP
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HISTORE™ LITE
Maximise storage space. 

CRATE DIVIDE

Storage that utilises the full height of your office without the complexity  
or cost of built-in furniture. Available in heights from 2330mm to 2905mmm in 25mm 
increments. Offered in a wide range of finishes, to complement all interior design 
schemes, with an extensive choice of internal fittings. Options include integrated 
lockers, and seating and presentation modules.

A cube based modular storage system, that’s primary function is to to act as a  
room divider. Create spaces using the modular design of Crate. Pre-built components 
can be connected together in-line or at right angles to create different zones within 
existing spaces.
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CRATE
 

FOURREAL®A
Design by Four Design. 

From its slender frame to soft colour palette offering, Crate fits into many 
environments. With the popularity of indoor foliage, Crate was designed to contain 
and elevate potted plants but is equally adept at storing everyday items. Each planter 
comes complete with a natural finish solid ash dished top tray and a perforated Steel 
low level shelf which is ideally suited for storing books or magazines.

FourReal®A is a clever, multi-purpose space saving solution for all types of 
environments. The FourReal®A table is the perfect platform for collaborating, 
socialising, learning and focusing. By using the A-frame to hang lighting, plants,  
or your own accessories, you can create an attractive, comfortable and  
inspirational space for dining, collaborating or solo work.  

STEEL PLANTER

630mm h

CRT6020 600mm w x 250mm d 
 

FRA74/18/8
1800 x 800mm  
(51.8KG)
 

FRA790/18/8
1800 x 800mm  
(51.8KG)
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LOCKERS 
From 735mm to 1725mm high
AL

FILING CABINETS 
From 735mm to 1395mm high
AFC

OPEN FRONT
From 735mm to 
2055mm high 
AS

FILING DRAWERS 

735mm high
AS

CREDENZAS 
2 x double doors 
735mm high, 525mm deep
AS716

TAMBOURS 
From 735mm to 
2055mm high
AS

DOUBLE DOORS 
From 735mm to 
2055mm high
AB

DOORS/OPEN 
From 1725 to  
2055mm high
AS

DOORS/GLASS 
From 1395mm to 
1725mm high
AS

STORAGE
Effortless function, timeless style.

A comprehensive collection of storage to complement 
both Ambus and X-Range desk systems. Offered in 
combinations of MFC, 3D MFC, soft-touch matt MFC, 
solid colours and veneers. 

STORAGE
A place for everything

Solutions for every office storage requirement.

PLANTERS
200mm high in a variety of storage 
unit widths 
ASP
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END PANELS

CEX1845EP***                                                        1800h x 450w
CEX9045EP***                                                        900h x 450w

WORKTOP PANELS

CEX6020WT***                                                            600w x 450d
CEX1220WT***                                                            1200w x 450d

GREY / BROWN
(GB)

SAND BEIGE

(SB) 
KASHMIR

(KA)
PEARL WHITE

(PW)

GRAPHITE
MIRACOSSA

(GMX)

NOCE MARINO
WALNUT

(MWX)

WINCHESTER
OAK

(WOX)

HACIENDA
BLACK
(HBX) 

DOOR FASCIA OPTIONS END PANEL & WORKTOP OPTIONS

EXECUTIVE LOCKERS & CUPBOARDS
Premium storage solution designed for the modern office environment.

High quality construction designed to compliment existing workplace decor with attractive door fascias and optional end panels 
attached to a heavy duty steel carcass. Doors are fitted with soft close hinges and mastered cam locks as standard.  Lockers 
are ideal for use in hot-desk environments for secure personal storage. Single door lockers are fitted with a shelf and coat hook, 
whereas double door lockers have a coat hook in each compartment.

Add suffix to end of your selected locker or cupboard code Add suffix to end of your selected panel or worktop code

Optional panels attach to light grey steel carcass for an 
attractive finish.

Single or double width available for use with 900mm high 
cupboards.

EXECUTIVE CUPBOARDS
     CEX186045**  3 SHELVES              1800h x 600w X 450d
     CEX906045**  2 SHELVES               900h x 600w X 450d
Attractive units with stainless steel handles and height 
adjustable shelves. Can be nested with 450d lockers.

EXECUTIVE LOCKERS

LEX1830451**          1 DOOR
LEX1830452**        2 DOOR
LEX1830453**        3 DOOR
LEX1830454**        4 DOOR

EXECUTIVE LOCKERS

LEX1838381**          1 DOOR
LEX1838382**        2 DOOR
LEX1838383**        3 DOOR
LEX1838384**        4 DOOR

1800h x 300w x 450d

1800h x 380w x 380d

END PANELS
LEX1845EP***          300w x 450d
LEX1838EP***          380w x 380d

Specify Door & End Panel
finish - see opposite.
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FEATURES
•  Broad range of widths 800w to 2400w heights 

to 1043h.
•  Internal fitments include roll-out filing frames, 

drawers, slotted shelves and shelf dividers.
•  Soft close door closure. 
•  3 door options, plain, perforated and acoustic. 
•  Glide II works perfectly with other Bisley product 

providing a complete office solution.
•  10 year warranty under normal use.

BISLEY GLIDE II®
A fresh new look for office storage.

Glide IITM, the next generation of our sliding door storage range, once again demonstrates Bisley’s 
qualities of innovation and attention to detail.   The minimalist aesthetic is achieved through our 
high quality powder-coated surface.  Most significantly, door options include a perforated finish with 
the inclusion of acoustic foam allowing the units to provide valuable sound dampening in open plan 
workplace environments.

BISLEY FILING CABINET FEATURES
•  Available in 2, 3 & 4 drawers, with full width metal flush front 

handles.
•  Safety action only allowing one drawer to be pulled  

open at a time.
• Heavy grade steel construction.
• 100% opening drawers.
• Mastered Locking - 2 keys supplied.
• Smooth action heavy duty roller ball bearing slides.
• Drawer weight loading 45kg.
• 10 year warranty under normal use.
•  Colours: available in Grey with Grey drawers (GG) or Coffee 

with Cream drawers (CC)
•  Also available in Black or cream at no surcharge, Silver, Graphite, 

Chalk White, Oxford Blue available at a (5% surcharge) for a full 
list of other available colour please contact us.

•  To eliminate this problem we provide a Drop in Drawer Base & 
Compressor plates. They work by spreading the weight evenly 
into the drawer and provide additional structural support for the 
drawer. The compressor plates will also help keep files in place 
and upright for easy access and indexing. These items can be 
specified separately as required and the installation requires no 
tools.  

OT FILING CABINET FEATURES

•  Available in 2,3 & 4 drawers, with flush front handles  
and label holders

•  One piece carcass for added strength.
•  Hard wearing textured paint.
•  Drawer weight loading 35kg.
•  5 year warranty under normal use.
•  Colours: available in Goose Grey (GY) or Coffee with  

Cream drawers (CC)

W9618 

2 Drawer 
470w x 622d x 711h 
 

W9619 

3 Drawer 
470w x 622d x 1016h 
 

W9620 

4 Drawer 
470w x 622d x 1321h 
 

BS2E 

2 Drawer 
470w x 622d x 711h 
 

BS3E 

3 Drawer 
470w x 622d x 1016h 
 

BS4E 

4 Drawer 
470w x 622d x 1321h 
 

FILING CABINETS BY BISLEY
Hard wearing filing solutions.
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ESSENTIALS 
TAMBOURS

(800w)

W90001GY 470d x 718h

W90003GY 470d x 1000h

W90005GY 470d x 1270h

W90007GY 470d x 1570h

W90009GY 470d x 1970h

(1000W)

W90002GY 470d x 718h

W90004GY 470d x 1000h

W90006GY 470d x 1270h

W90008GY 470d x 1570h

W90010GY 470d x 1970h

ESSENTIALS  
DRAWERS

(800w)

W90011GY 470d x 718h

W90013GY 470d x 1000h

W90015GY 470d x 1270h

(1000w)

W90012GY 470d x 718h

W90014GY 470d x 1000h 

W90016GY 470d x 1270h

FEATURES  
•    Space saving tambour cupboards, 

store the equivalent of 1.5 filing 
cabinet drawers on one Lateral rail 
or shelf.   (1000w unit)

•    718H tambours are supplied with a 
fixed shelf

•     Safety warning: Roll-out fitments 
must not be fitted above waist 
height-maximum of 3 frames per 
cupboard.

•    Roll-out ant-tilt mechanism fitted 
only allowing one roll-out fitment 
to be pulled open at one time.

•     5 Year warranty under normal use.
•    Wide range of colour: Goose 

Grey (grey tambour) Black, (Black 
tambour), Chalk White (white 
tambour). Silver tambour at a 5% 
surcharge).  

FEATURES  
•   Space saving high capacity storage 

solution.
•   Secure storage for foolscap 

& A4 filing.
•   Wide range of colours: Goose Grey 

(Graphite Grey, Black, Chalk White & 
Silver at 5% surcharge).

SPACE SAVING 
TAMBOUR CUPBOARDS

HIGH VOLUME  
SECURE STORAGE

OT ESSENTIALS 
TAMBOURS BY BISLEY

OT ESSENTIALS  
DRAWERS BY BISLEY

LATERAL FILING RAIL 

W9711BK 1000w (only)

SHELF WITH UNDERSHELF FILING

W9713BK 800w
W9714BK 1000w

ROLL-OUT FILING FRAME A4  
& FOOLSCAP

W9716BK 1000w (only)

SLOTTED SHELF

W9717BK 1000w (only)
W9718BK 1000w (only)

ROLL-OUT DRAWER (102MM DEEP)

W9719BK 1000w (only)

ROLL-OUT SHELF

W9715BK 1000w (only)

(Pack of 5)

OT TAMBOUR INTERNALS BY BISLEY
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OT ESSENTIALS  
LODGES BY BISLEY

OT ESSENTIALS  
CUPBOARDS BY BISLEY

FEATURES
•    Supplied complete with 

adjustable shelves which also 
support lateral filing.

•    1.5 filing cabinet drawers of filing 
on one shelf (1000w unit).

•    Triple point locking.
•    5 year warranty under normal 

use.
•     Mastered Key Series locking.
•    Wide range of colours: Goose 

Grey (Graphite Grey, Black, 
Chalk White & Silver at 5% 
surcharge).

OT ESSENTIALS CUPBOARDS

FEATURES
•    Personal Locker units are 

designed to match with most 
essentials products.

•    Individually locking 
compartments to secure your 
devices and personal items.

•    Label holder included on  
each door

•   Mastered key locking (supplied   
 with 2 keys per door).
•    Options for combination and 

digital locking on request
•    5 year Warranty under normal 

use.
•    (Graphite Grey, Black,  

Chalk White & Silver at  
5% surcharge).

OT ESSENTIALS 
LODGES

ESSENTIALS CUPBOARDS

(800w)

W90017GY   470d x 718h  
W90019GY   470d x 1000h 
W90021GY   470d x 1270h 
W90023GY   470d x 1570h 
W90025GY   470d x 1970h 

(1000w)

W90018GY 470d x 718h 
W90020GY 470d x 1000h
W90022GY 470d x 1270h 
W90024GY 470d x 1570h 
W90026GY   470d x 1970h

ESSENTIALS  
LODGES

(800w)

YELD0807   470d x 693h

YELD0810   470d x 1000h 

YELD0812   470d x 1270H 

(1000w)

YELD1007   470d x 693h 

YELD1010   470d x 1000h

YELD1012   470d x 1270h 

ECONOMY CUPBOARDS

(Plus 4 combi shelves)

W9272 914w x 400d x 1950h  

ECONOMY CUPBOARDS

(Plus 1 combi shelf)

W9692 914w x 400d x 1000h  

ADDITIONAL COMBI 
SHELF

W9191 914w  

ECONOMY CUPBOARDS

(Plus 3 combi shelves)

W9694 914w x 400d x 1806h  

OT CUPBOARDS BY BISLEY
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OT ESSENTIALS LOCKERS 
BY BISLEY

OT NOTE PEDESTAL BY BISLEY

6 DOOR LOCKERS

LO836SABX3SXP  
6 x 15” Lockers  
1225mm h x 800m w

L0836SABX2SPXP 
4 X 15” Lockers,  
2 x 15” Personnal Space Drawers.  
1225mm h x 800mm w 
 
L1036SABX3SXP
6 x 15” Lockers 
1225mm h x 1000m w

L1036SABX2SPXP
4 X 15” Lockers 
2 x 15” Personnal Space Drawers.  
1225mm h x 1000mm w

NWA5AM7IIF 
Note Pedestal 
1 x file, 2 x personnal drawers  
on chalk white.  
565mm h x 420mm w x 565mm d.

NW35AM7IIF 
Note Pedestal 
1 x file, 2 x personnal drawers  
on chalk white.  
565mm h x 300mm w x 565mm d.

8 DOOR LOCKERS

LO848SABX4SXP  
8 x 15” Lockers 
1605mm h x 800mm w

L0848SABX3SPXP 
6 X 15” Lockers 
2 x 15” Personnal Space Drawers 
1605mm h x 800mm w

L1048SABX4SXP 
8 x 15” Lockers 
1605mm h x 1000mm w

L1048SABX3SPXP 
6 X 15” Lockers 
2 x 15” Personnal Space Drawers 
1605mm h x 1000mm w

10 DOOR LOCKERS

LO861SABX5SXP  
10 x 15” Lockers 
1985mm h x 800mm w

L0861SABX4SPXP 
8 X 15” Lockers 
2 x 15” Personnal Space Drawers 
1985mm h x 800mm w 
 
L1061SABX5SXP 
10 x 15” Lockers 
1985mm h x 1000mm w

L1061SABX4SPXP 
18 X 15” Lockers 
2 x 15” Personnal Space Drawers
1985mm h x 1000mm w

 
FEATURES
•  Available in a range of heights, including  

double height compartments
•  Comprehensive range of finishes available   
 including steel/wood combinations
•  Choose from a wide range of colour  
 options from the Vision palette
•  Range of accessories available
•  Selection of lock options as standard
•  Double skin doors, soft close hinges and   
 seemless back carcase
•  Levelling feet as standard
•  Business card holder as standard
•  10 year guarantee
•  Made in the UK

BISLEY LATERALFILE LODGE
A secure personal storage solution for the agile workplace.

LateralFile Lodges are the perfect personal storage solution for any office environment.  
Available in a range of sizes, they fit perfectly together to create banks of lodges or combine  
them with other products from the LateralFile range.

Flexible and stylish, they can be used to define spaces as well as act as visual or traffic barriers;  
the 6-person Lodge can even be used as an additional touch-down or meeting area.

Additional options such as power, postal slots, and personal drawers make this a very  
versatile product offer.
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STORMOR SHELVING
Office storage solutions

White
RAL 9017 - WT

Light Grey
RAL 7035 - GY

Ideal for commercial / industrial applications - a robust solution 
for everyday requirements and archive storage. Uprights are 
manufactured from one-piece steel and features a delta front 
edge with no sharp edges, which eliminates snagging when 
loading shelves. 

Shelving bays available in 2 heights and 2 widths with a choice 
of shelf depths.

Shelves adjustable on 25mm pitch and carry 70kg (1000mm 
wide) and 45kg  (1250mm wide) loads. Additional shelves with 
shelf clips available.

Choice of hard wearing White or Light Grey paint 
finish incorporating ActiveCoat anti-bacterial 
coating.

Shelving starter and extension bays make ordering easy. To 
create a run just order a starter bay and the correct number of 
extensions bays. All bays have 6 shelf levels.

Tailor your storage needs by adding shelf dividers and pull-out 
referenec shelves. 

Other accessories available include doors, dividers, pull-out file 
cradle and drawers. Call for details.

Shelving Starter and Extension 
bays make ordering easy. To create 
a run just order a starter bay and 
the correct number of extensions 
bays.

STARTER BAY EXTENSION BAY STARTER BAY EXTENSION BAY EXTRA LEVEL

SIZE mm H x W x D CODE PRICE CODE PRICE CODE PRICE CODE PRICE CODE PRICE

1850 x 1000 x 300 SMS18130OS6--* - SMS18130OE6--* - SMS18130CS6--* - SMS18130CE6--* - SMS130-- -

1850 x 1000 x 370 SMS18137OS6--* - SMS18137OE6--* - SMS18137CS6--* - SMS18137CE6--* - SMS137-- -

1850 x 1000 x 450 SMS18145OS6--* - SMS18145OE6--* - SMS18145CS6--* - SMS18145CE6--* - SMS145-- -

1850 x 1000 x 600 SMS18160OS6--* - SMS18160OE6--* - SMS18160CS6--* - SMS18160CE6--* - SMS160-- -

1850 x 1250 x 300 SMS181230OS6--* - SMS181230OE6--* - SMS181230CS6--* - SMS181230CE6--* - SMS1230-- -

1850 x 1250 x 370 SMS181237OS6--* - SMS181237OE6--* - SMS181237CS6--* - SMS181237CE6--* - SMS1237-- -

1850 x 1250 x 450 SMS181245OS6--* - SMS181245OE6--* - SMS181245CS6--* - SMS181245CE6--* - SMS1245-- -

2150 x 1000 x 300 SMS21130OS6--* - SMS21130OE6--* - SMS21130CS6--* - SMS21130CE6--* - SMS130-- -

2150 x 1000 x 370 SMS21137OS6--* - SMS21137OE6--* - SMS21137CS6--* - SMS21137CE6--* - SMS137-- -

2150 x 1000 x 450 SMS21145OS6--* - SMS21145OE6--* - SMS21145CS6--* - SMS21145CE6--* - SMS145-- -

2150 x 1000 x 600 SMS21160OS6--* - SMS21160OE6--* - SMS21160CS6--* - SMS21160CE6--* - SMS160-- -

2150 x 1250 x 300 SMS211230OS6--* - SMS211230OE6--* - SMS211230CS6--* - SMS211230CE6--* - SMS1230-- -

2150 x 1250 x 370 SMS211237OS6--* - SMS211237OE6--* - SMS211237CS6--* - SMS211237CE6--* - SMS1237-- -

2150 x 1250 x 450 SMS211245OS6--* - SMS211245OE6--* - SMS211245CS6--* - SMS211245CE6--* - SMS1245-- -

OPEN BACK SHELVING BAY

Rear of bays are open with cross bracing.

REAR CLAD SHELVING BAY

Rear of bays are solid clad, stopping items being pushed    
of the back of shelves.

EXTRA LEVEL 

Shelf with 4 shelf clips

It is essential that shelving exceeding a height to depth ratio of 4:1 to the top loaded shelf is adequately secured to the floor. Bay codes followed with an * indicate floor fixings supplied.

DIVIDER HEIGHT

TO SUIT 
SHELF 

DEPTH mm

300mm 400m

CODE PRICE CODE PRICE

300 SZDF300300-- - SZDF400300-- -

370 SZDF300370-- - SZDF400370-- -

450 SZDF300450-- - SZDF400450-- -

DOCUMENT SHELF DIVIDER 

The slim profile divider is designed to be used with paper storage

PULL OUT REFERENCE SHELF

Provides a flat and stable work surface within a storage bay. Shelf slides out on 
telescopic arms and can carry 25kg. Fits 1000mm wide bays only.

TO SUIT SHELF DEPTH mm CODE PRICE

370 SZPORS1000370-- -

450 SZPORS1000450-- -
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BAY EXTRA LEVEL

SIZE mm  
H x W x D

UDSWL 
PER LEVEL

CODE PRICE CODE PRICE

1980 x 923 x 314 360Kg SX001--GU - SX101GU -

1980 x 923 x 466 320Kg SX004--GU - SX104GU -

1980 x 923 x 619 180Kg SX007--GU - SX107GU -

1980 x 1225 x 314 350Kg SX002--GU - SX102GU -

1980 x 1225 x 466 350Kg SX005--GU - SX105GU -

1980 x 1225 x 619 200Kg SX019--GU - SX119GU -

1980 x 1529 x 314 175Kg SX003--GU - SX103GU -

1980 x 1529 x 466 175Kg SX006--GU - SX106GU -

1980 x 1529 x 619 175Kg SX008--GU - SX108GU -

BAY EXTRA LEVEL

SIZE mm  
H x W x D

UDSWL 
PER LEVEL

CODE PRICE CODE PRICE

1980 x 1530 x 461 510Kg SX020--GU - SX120GU -

1980 x 1530 x 611 275Kg SX021--GU - SX121GU -

1980 x 1530 x 921 210Kg SX022--GU - SX122GU -

1980 x 1834 x 461 635Kg SX023--GU - SX109GU -

1980 x 1834 x 611 365Kg SX024--GU - SX110GU -

1980 x 1834 x 921 210Kg SX025--GU - SX111GU -

1980 x 2319 x 461 650Kg SX026--GU - SX126GU -

1980 x 2319 x 611 400Kg SX027--GU - SX127GU -

1980 x 2319 x 921 210Kg SX028--GU - SX128GU -

1980 x2444 x 461 600Kg SX029--GU - SX112GU -

1980 x 2444 x 611 445Kg SX013--GU - SX113GU -

1980 x2444 x 921 210Kg SX014--GU - SX114GU -

STANDARD DUTY

Each bay comes with FIVE 18mm chipboard shelves and steel beams.

HEAVY DUTY 

Each bay comes with THREE 18mm chipboard shelves and steel beams.

UPRIGHT COLOUR OPTIONS

Please specify upright colour when ordering by adding the colour code.
Beam colour is - RAL7035.

Light Grey - GU Dark Grey - GX Red - RD Blue -BQ

MULTI-PURPOSE SHELVING
Tap together shelving bays.

Simple tap together assembly shelving bays, offer robust and economic storage solution.
Choice of Standard and Heavy duties to meet your workplace needs.
Hard wearing finish in a choice of colours.

Protective feet are included.

Extra shelf levels available.

FSC certified, sustainable chipboard supplied as standard.

WORKSTATIONS
Sloping top storage solutions.

These sloping top workstations offer a compact design 
and high work surfaces, enabling employees to use them 
comfortably whilst standing. Idea for use in a wide range 
of environments; such as warehouses, factory floors, 
workshops and distribution.

• Strong robust construction with 3 point locking and  
 reinforced doors.

• Supplied with 2 adjustable shelves which carry 85kg UDL.

• Drawer and door lock keys are paired.

• All locks are supplied with two keys.

• Silver body with a choice of 7 door colours.

• ActiveCoat anti-bacterial finish making   
 them ideal for food processing and  
 hygiene sensitive environments.

ITEM SIZE mm H x W x D No. DRAWERS CODE PRICE

A 1210 x 920 x 450 0 WSOP* -

B 1210 x 920 x 450 1 WSST** -

C 1210 x 920 x 450 2 WSMEDWH * -

D 1210 x 920 x 450 2 WSPPEBL * -

E 959 x 650 x 620 N/A WSCUP** -

F 1970 x965 x 460 1 WSWB** -

G 1970 x965 x 460 1 WSBSH** -

H 1600 x 650 x 620 N/A WSCOM** -

A - OPEN WORKSTATION
Storage for unsecured items.

B - STANDARD WORKSTATION

C - MEDICAL WORKSTATION D - PPE WORKSTATION

F - INFORMATION WORKSTATION
Workstation with dry wipe/magnetic message
back board; ideal for meeting rooms and work

areas where people need to exchange and
develop ideas and discuss on-going issues.

G - QUALITY WORKSTATION
Workstation with file holder for 10 lever arch files 

and dry wipe/magnetic message back board.

H - COMPUTER WORKSTATION
Allows the monitor and keyboard to be locked 
away.Keyboard sits on pullout telescopic shelf.               
Screen compartment 425H x 520W x 450Dm.

CPU and printer can be stored in the main body.
Pierced on the rear to allow cable access.

DOOR COLOUR OPTIONS
Please specify door colour when ordering by adding the relevent colour code.

* not available in other colours 
**suffix denoted by door colour option

Black
RAL 9004 - BK

Silver
RAL 900 -SG

Blue Similar to
RAL 5019 - BL

Red Similar to
BS04E53 - RD

Green
RAL 6018 - GN

White
RAL 9016 - WH

Yellow Similar to
RAL 1004 -YW

E - COMPACT COMPUTER WORKSTATION
Pierced on the rear to allow cable access.
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Range of steel lockers available in a range of five 
new fresh door colours and the choice of white, 
black or silver body colours. 

These are the ONLY lockers in the UK that are Fire 
Rated Lockers - they comply with the European 
Standard - EN 13501-1: 2007 +A1: 2009 relating to 
fire performance. 

This means that these lockers will not combust, 
increase or sustain any fire within their proximity.

 Other locks available POA.

Made in the UK, this modern range of cloakroom equipment is available 
with Light Ash slats and includes single and double sided benches and hook 
benches.

All cloakroom units have robust frames constructed from 50mm round, thick 
walled tubing with welded joints for increased strength and durability and 
have Silver (RAL 9006) anti-bacterial powder coating.

Hook Bench and Benches are available with 3 seat heights making them the 
perfect solution for schools, whatever age group they teach.

Light Ash Hook Bench
Ash Solid Timber Slats
Sourced from sustainable forests.

Bench heights are Senior - 475mm, 
Junior - 400mm and Infant - 350mm, 
Hook benches have three overall 
height sizes; Senior - 1840mm, Junior 
- 1350mm and Infant - 1150mm with 
bench heights of  475mm, 400mm and 
350mm respectively.

CARCASS COLOUR OPTIONS DOOR COLOUR OPTIONS

White
RAL 9016 - WH

Black
RAL 9004 - BK

Silver
RAL 900 -SG

Orange
RAL 2003 - OR

Ocean
RAL 5024 - OC

Jade
RAL 6021 - JA

Lemon
RAL 1016 - LE

Lilac
RAL 4008 - LI

White body

Black body

Silver body

Lockers are supplied 
with a micro 
sprung 10 disc lock 
featuring 3000 serial 
combinations as 
standard. Supplied 
with 2 keys. A master 
key is available.

SPECIALIST LOCKERS
Autumn colour lockers.

SEATING & BENCHING
Complementary Cloakroom Equipment.

INFANT JUNIOR SENIOR

SIZE mm H x 
W x D

WIDTH DEPTH HOOKS CODE PRICE CODE PRICE CODE PRICE

LIGHT ASH BENCHES

Single sided 1000mm 305mm  BN10IN - BN10JU - BN10SE -

Single sided 1200mm 305mm  BN12IN - BN12JU - BN12SE -

Single sided 1500mm 305mm  BN15IN - BN15JU - BN15SE -

Single sided 2000mm 305mm  BN20IN - BN20JU - BN20SE -

Double sided 1000mm 720mm  BNDS10IN - BNDS10JU - BNDS10SE -

Double sided 1200mm 720mm BNDS12IN - BNDS12JU - BNDS12SE -

Double sided 1500mm 720mm BNDS15IN - BNDS15JU - BNDS15SE -

Double sided 2000mm 720mm BNDS20IN - BNDS20JU - BNDS20SE -

 LIGHT ASH HOOK BENCHES

Single sided 1000mm 350mm 5 BNHK10IN - BNHK10JU - BNHK10SE -

Single sided 1500mm 350mm 8 BNHK15IN - BNHK15JU - BNHK15SE -

Single sided 2000mm 350mm 10 BNHK20IN - BNHK20JU - BNHK20SE -

Double sided 1000mm 720mm 10 BNHKDS10IN - BNHKDS10JU - BNHKDS10SE -

Double sided 1500mm 720mm 16 BNHKDS15IN - BNHKDS15JU - BNHKDS15SE -

Double sided 2000mm 720mm 20 BNHKDS20IN - BNHKDS20JU - BNHKDS20SE -

Light Ash Bench

7012121 

305W X 305D MM 

7012181

305W X 460D MM 

7012122

305W X 305D MM 

7012182

305W X 460D MM 

7012123

305W X 305D MM 

7012183

305W X 460D MM 

7012124

305W X 305D MM 

7012184

305W X 460D MM 

7012125 

305W X 305D MM 

7012185

305W X 460D MM 

7012126

305W X 305D MM 

7012186

305W X 460D MM 

Single Door Lockers, fitted with hat shelf and double coat hook.
Rail as standard on 460mm deep lockers. Two Door lockers fitted with double coat hook in each compartment.

1780mm high Standard Lockers.

Please specify carcase and door colour when ordering by adding the relevant colour code.Colours, with ActiveCoat as standard.
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If you’re looking for a personal storage solution 
with a touch of elegance, then our range of 
laminate lockers is ideal. These stylish lockers 
are of the highest quality in terms of security, 
but they also add to the aesthetics of any 
environment. 

 Ideal for schools, hospitals, hotels and leisure 
facilities; these lockers can help create a 
sophisticated work place.

Solid grade laminate material offers a robust, 
elegant solution with a range of colours and 
material designs, to satisfy all requirements.

• Available in 2, 3 and 4 door configurations.

• Choice of plant-on doors which cover the  
 front face of the locker body, creating a wall  
 of colour, or inset doors which provide a  
 visual contrast between the door finish and  
 the locker frame.

• Solid Grade Laminate doors.

• Sloping tops are also available. 
• Fitted with Camlock as standard. Also  
 available with Hasp & Staple, Combination  
 Lock, Digital Combination Lock or Coin/Token  
 -Return or Retain.

• Optional matching end panels available.

• Light Grey powder coated body.

• Minimum 10 lockers required.

180° HINGE

Hinges open through 
a wide 180° for ease of 
access.

Standard Solid Grade Laminate Colours - As standard we provide laminate doors using the colours shown.

We have access to a full range of colours and finishes - ask for further information.

NUMBERING SYSTEM

Optional number plates 
will be recessed into door 
if ordered with lockers.

We are here to help you with experienced personnel, specialist designers and
professional fitters. We’re with you from the initial briefing and site survey,
through detailed design proposals, to manufacture, installation and final commissioning. 
 
Your project is managed flexibly and sympathetically, and you’re always part of
the process. This is space which must work for you, not the other way round. 

The result? You get the facility you need, when you need it, where it’s required.

SGL LAMINATE DOOR LOCKERS
The versatility of steel lockers with the durability of solid grade laminate doors

BESPOKE SOLUTIONS
Quality changing rooms solutions

Pearly White Lime Lime YellowRed DynastyDark Grey Dust Electric Blue

Inset doorsPlant-on doors

SOCKET

DOORS COMPARTMENTS CODE PRICE

1 8 LOW8SDLCWH

1 10 SD10LCWH

1 15 SD15LCWH

10 10 10LCWH

15 15 15LCWH

LAPTOP CHARGING AND STORAGE LOCKERS

Offering a cost effective and secure way for storing and charging laptops. The 
charging locker comes with 3 pin socket in each compartment and is perfect for 
the bulk recharging in schools and colleges.

Supplied with cam locks as standard. Other locks available POA.

Charging lockers are 1780h x 380w x 525d mm except for the LOW 8 
compartment locker which is 1000h x 380w x 525d mm.

Standard 3 pin socket in each               
compartment

REMEMBER TO 
LEAVE ADEQUATE 
SPACE FOR THE 
CHARGER

MAX
420mm

MAX
315mm

Laptop Charging Locker

SOCKET SOCKET & USB

DOORS COMPARTMENTS CODE PRICE CODE PRICE

SINGLE DOOR TABLET CHARGING LOCKER

1 8 LOW8TCWH LOW8SDTUWH

1 10 SD10TCWH SD10TUWH

1 15 SD15TCWH SD15TUWH

MULTI DOOR TABLET CHARGING LOCKER

8 8 LOW8SDTCWH LOW8SDTUWH

10 10 10TCWH 10TUWH

15 15 15TCWH 15TUWH

MULTI VISION DOOR TABLET CHARGING LOCKER

8 8 LOW8VPTCWH LOW8VPTUWH

10 10 10VPTCWH 10VPUCWH

15 15 5VPTCWH 5VPUCWH

TABLET CHARGING LOCKERS

Offering a cost effective and secure way for storing and charging. The charging locker 
comes with 3 pin socket in each compartment and is perfect for the bulk recharging in 
schools and colleges.

Supplied with cam locks as standard. Other locks available POA.

Charging lockers are 1780h x 305w x 370d mm except for the LOW 8 compartment 
locker which is  1000h x 305w x 370d mm.

Power socket available with optional                
USB point

REMEMBER TO LEAVE 
ADEQUATE SPACE FOR 
THE CHARGER

MAX
241mm

MAX
295mm

Each compartment has a rear  
perforated panel for heat dissipation

DOOR COLOUR OPTIONS
Please specify door colour when ordering by adding the colour code.
Carcase colour is - RAL 9016.

Blue - BL Red - RD White -WH

Multi Vision Door 
Tablet Charging 
Locker

Single Door Tablet 
Charging Locker

Provides a safe environment for charging laptops, mobile phones etc
Each compartment fitted with single three-pin 13 amp socket or USB /socket.
Locker supplied with power lead, simply plug in, switch on and you are ready to charge!

Fitted with cam locks.

Multi  Door Tablet       
Charging Locker

SPECIALIST LOCKERS
Tablet & laptop charging lockers
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M12211GU 

300w x 300d mm 
 

M12511GU 

300w x 450d mm 
 

M12212GU 

300w x 300d mm 
 

M12512GU 

300w x 450d mm 
 

M12213GU 

300w x 300d mm 
 

M12513GU 

300w x 450d mm 
 

M12214GU 

300w x 300d mm 
 

M12514GU 

300w x 450d mm 
 

M12215GU 

300w x 300d mm 
 

M12515GU 

300w x 450d mm 
 

M12216GU 

300w x 300d mm 
 

M12516GU 

300w x 450d mm 
 

Single Door Lockers, fitted with hat shelf and double coat hook.

Rail as standard on 450mm deep lockers. Two Door lockers fitted with double 
coat hook in each compartment.

1800MM HIGH STANDARD LOCKERS

This simple and 
economical cam lock 
provides user access 
with a small, easily 
replaced key. The lock 
is supplied with two 
keys and a master key is 
available.

The lock cover plate and 
handle provides recesses 
to accept compartment 
numbering or 
identification.

DOOR COLOUR OPTIONS

Please specify door colour when ordering by adding the colour code.
Carcase colour is - RAL 7035. Colours, with ActiveCoat as standard.

Light Grey
RAL 7035 - GU

Blue
RAL 5002 - CF

Red
RAL 3020 - RD

Green
RAL 6001 - PD

Dark Grey
BS.00A11 - HY

Yellow
RAL 1003 - YD

STEEL LOCKERS
Secure personal storage.

A comprehensive range of lockers with a superior finish designed and built to last. Meets the testing 
requirements of the British Standard for Clothes Lockers BS 4680:1996 ‘Standard Duty’.

Oval Handle for use   
with padlock.

This system provides 
flexibility at the loss 
of some control over 
allocation of lockers.

 1 Coin Return Locks.

Ideal when lockers have 
‘shared’ users. 

The key is released 
when coin is inserted.

Keyless 4 Tumbler 
Combination Lock.

Ideal for facilities where 
keys are not desirable. 

The lock can be 
reset whenever it is 
open. Supplied with 
emergency master key.

Battery operated 
combination lock.

Simple to-use, battery 
operated key-less lock. 

Can be programmed for 
dedicated single user or 
multi user ‘open access’ 
mode.

Sloping tops are 
essential in hygiene 
sensitive locations such 
as hospitals and the 
food industry. 

The 22 degree slope 
prevents litter being 
left on locker tops and 
makes cleaning easier.

150mm high tube 
locker stands allow for 
cleaning underneath 
the lockers.

Finished in light grey.

DOOR LOCK OPTIONS ACCESSORIES
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QUICK DELIVERY METAL LOCKERS
Need lockers in a hurry!

QUICK DELIVERY HAZARDOUS CUPBOARDS
Secure storage for hazardous substances

WORKWEAR LOCKERS
High density storage solutions

Ideal for locations where items may need to be left or are not permitted
QUICK DELIVERY SMALL ITEM LOCKERS

Blue Blue Red

SIZE mm H x W x D Doors CODE PRICE CODE PRICE CODE PRICE

1800 x 300 x 300 1 Z12211 £000 Z12211CF - Z12211RD -

2 Z12212 £000 Z12212CF - Z12212RD -

3 Z12213 £000 Z12213CF - Z12213RD -

4 Z12214 £000 Z12214CF - Z12214RD -

6 Z12216 £000 Z12216CF - Z12216RD -

1800 x 300 x 450 1 Z12511 £000 Z12511CF - Z12511RD -

2 Z12512 £000 Z12512CF - Z12512RD -

3 Z12513 £000 Z12513CF - Z12513RD -

4 Z12514 £000 Z12514CF - Z12514RD -

6 Z12516 £000 Z12516CF - Z12516RD -

QUICK DELIVERY STANDARD 
METAL LOCKERS

Standard 1800mm height steel lockers are 
great for storing items securely in offices, 
factories and schools.

•  Choice of 5 door configurations.

•  Single Door Lockers 300mm and   
 450mm deep, fitted with hat shelf  
 and double coat hook. 450mm deep  
 also features a hanging rail.

•  Two Door lockers fitted with double  
 coat hook in each compartment.

•  All painted components are protected 
 with a powder coating which inhibits  
 the growth of potentially lethal bacteria  
 and fungi.

Maximum order 10 lockers.

QUICK DELIVERY SMALL ITEM LOCKERS

Small Item Lockers provide secure storage for small but 
valuable possessions in public areas and throughout the 
workplace.

•  The locker units can be hung on walls or bolted one on top    
 of the other and side by side to form banks of lockers

•  Key-operated cam locks with two keys are supplied  
 as standard.

• Blue doors with ActiveCoat antibacterial protection.

SIZE mm H x W x D Doors CODE PRICE

915 x 250 x 180 4 Z100641A01GUCF -

915 x 250 x 180 8 Z100681A01GUCF -
Maximum order 10 lockers.

Light Grey
RAL 7035 - GU

Blue
RAL 5002 - CF

Red
RAL 3020 - RD

Blue
RAL 5002 - CF

Lockers are fitted 
with a camlock as  
standard. 
Supplied with  
2 keys.

Specify door colour when ordering by adding the colour code.

Carcase colour is - RAL 7035. Colours, with ActiveCoat as standard.
Light Grey
RAL 7035 - GU

Blue
RAL 5002 - CF

Red
RAL 3020 - RD

Green
RAL 6001 - PD

Dark Grey
BS.00A11 - HY

Yellow
RAL 1003 - YD

GARMENT COLLECTOR AND DISPENSERS

Garment Dispenser and Collector - 1, 5, 10, 15, 20 door lockers  
for dispensing & collecting garments and safety equipment.

•  Coated with an antibacterial protection - for maximum hygiene

•  All lockers are 1778H x 381W x 457D mm

TYPE DOORS & COMPTS CODE PRICE

Collector 1 D151801A01GU-- -

Dispenser 5 D151805A01GU-- -

Dispenser 10 D151810A01GU-- -

Dispenser 15 D151815A01GU-- -

TYPE DOORS & COMPTS CODE PRICE

Uniform 1/6 M1551NGU--00 -

Clean & Dirty 1/3 M1551DGU—00 -

2 Person 4/4 M15514GU—00TCL -

UTILITY LOCKERS

Lockers with multiple inner compartments for storing work wear 
 and personal items safely and securely.

•  Coated with an antibacterial protection - for maximum hygiene

•  All lockers are 1800H x 450W x 450D mm

QUICK DELIVERY HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCE STORAGE CUPBOARDS 

This range of cupboards provides a secure facility for materials which are required to be stored 
when not in use. Supplied with appropriate safety labelling, the highly visible yellow colour also 
ensures awareness of the potential danger of the materials stored and makes location in the 
workplace easy.

All models feature:

•  Epoxy powder coating in high-visibility yellow RAL 1003

•  Secure three-point locking

•  Fixed welded sump for containment of spills

•  Height-adjustable shelves to accommodate stored material 

Supplied with three high visibility labels conforming to the new GSH and CLP signage.

Simply choose the right label for the type of substance being stored:

•  Harmful materials

•  Highly flammable

•  Corrosive materials

In the event of spillage within the cupboard, it is recommended the sump is  
emptied by means of an appropriate pump and the contents disposed of correctly  
in accordance with the relevant waste management regulations.

SIZE mm H x W x D Doors CODE PRICE

D 1905 x 915 x 505 3 ZH1961HS13 -

790 x 915 x 505 1 ZHA961HS11 -

1070 x 915 x 505 1 ZHH961HS11 -

1070 x 915 x 505 2 ZHH961HS12 -

Maximum order 5 cupboards

ZH1961HS13 ZHA961HS11

ZHH961HS11 ZHH961HS12

Uniform Clean & Dirty 2 Person
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TIMBER DOOR LOCKERS
Premium storage solution designed for the modern office environment.

Our Timber Door Locker range offers the strength and 
durability of a powder coated steel carcass with the 
pleasing aesthetics of timber doors. This range of  
Lockers are perfect for public spaces, leisure facilities, 
offices or schools.

Fitted with standard mastered cam locks with  
2,000 differs.

Available in a range of finishes including Beech,  
Light Oak, Medium Oak and Dark Oak.

End panels available for that final touch.

Lockers are pre-drilled for nesting and come complete 
with fixings to create a bank of lockers.

Fitted with soft close hinges meaning no more slammed 
doors.

Locker carcass powder coated with Germ Guard Active 
Technology paint to promote hygiene.

TIMBER DOOR LOCKERS

LT1830451***                              1 DOOR
LT1830452***                            2 DOOR
LT1830453***                            3 DOOR
LT1830454***                            4 DOOR

TIMBER DOOR LOCKERS

LT1838381***                              1 DOOR
LT1838382***                            2 DOOR
LT1838383***                            3 DOOR
LT1838384***                            4 DOOR  

1800h x 300w x 450d

1800h x 380w x 380d

END PANELS
LT1845EPZ***                  300w x 450d
LT1838EPZ***                  380w x 380d

Specify Door & End Panel finish.

TIMBER DOOR LOCKERS
    
 

BEECH
(UXX)

LIGHT OAK
(3XX)

MEDIUM OAK
(PXX)

DARK OAK
(DXX)

WIDE LAPTOP & TABLET CHARGING TROLLEY

L7M121066X2*                    16 COMPARTMENTS               660 DEPTH

NARROW LAPTOP & TABLET CHARGING TROLLEY

L7M12526782*                       8 COMPARTMENTS                     670 DEPTH
L7M125212X4*                      16 COMPARTMENTS                   1220 DEPTH

Trolley Height 1200mm, Width 1040mm. Trolley Height 1200mm, Width 525mm.

LAPTOP & TABLET CHARGING LOCKERS
A range of steel lockers designed to securely store and charge your devices.

LAPTOP & TABLET CHARGING TROLLEYS
A range of powered trolleys designed to store and charge your devices.

COLOUR OPTIONS

Please add corresponding letter to the end of the code

R G L U B Y 

LAPTOP & TABLET CHARGING LOCKERS

L7C10505088*                                                              8 TIERS, 8 DOORS
L7C10505081*                                                                   8 TIERS, 1 DOOR

LAPTOP & TABLET CHARGING LOCKERS

L7C145050WW*                                                                 12 TIERS, 12 DOORS
L7C145050W1*                                                                          12 TIERS, 1 DOOR

1000h x 500w x 500d 1460h x 500w x 500d
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EXPRESS METAL LOCKERS
Quality range of secure storage for express delivery.

Popular range of personal storage 
lockers manufactured in the UK. 
Supplied with mastered cam locks 
and joining bolts as standard. 
Anti-bacterial powder coating and 
certified to EN 13501-1 Reaction to 
Fire test certification.

Delivery within 5 Days. Further 
colours and models available on 
request - ask for details. 

1 DOOR - 300w x 1800h
BLUE - LQ1830301BXX                 300d 
GREY - LQ1830301LXX                 300d
BLUE - LQ1830451BXX                 450d
GREY - LQ1830451LXX                 450d

2 DOOR - 300w x 1800h
BLUE - LQ1830302BXX                 300d
GREY - LQ1830302LXX                 300d
BLUE - LQ1830452BXX                 450d
GREY - LQ1830452LXX                 450d

4 DOOR - 300w x 1800h
BLUE - LQ1830304BXX                 300d
GREY - LQ1830304LXX                 300d
BLUE - LQ1830454BXX                 450d
GREY - LQ1830454LXX                 450d

6 DOOR - 300w x 1800h
BLUE - LQ1830306BXX                 300d
GREY - LQ1830306LXX                 300d
BLUE - LQ1830456BXX                 450d
GREY - LQ1830456LXX                 450D

20 COMPARTMENT - 940h
BLUE - LR909038YBXX 900w
GREY - LR909038YLXX 900w

20 COMPARTMENT - 1800h
BLUE - LR184538YBXX 450w
GREY - LR184538YLXX 450w

40 COMPARTMENT - 1800h
BLUE - LR189038FBXX 900w
GREY - LR189038FLXX 900w

28 COMPARTMENT - 1285h
BLUE - LR129038HBXX 900w
GREY - LR129038HLXX 900w

PERSONAL EFFECTS LOCKERS
Express range designed for secure storage of wallets,  
keys and phones.

These lockers offer employees lockable storage for their valuables whilst 
in the workplace. Each compartment measures 150H x 163W x 360D and is 
fitted with a mastered cam lock.

Fitted Shelf & Coat Hook.

Coat Hook in each compartment.

HAZARDOUS CUPBOARDS
Create dedicated storage to comply with CoSHH regulations.

FLOOR CUPBOARDS
CZ189046ZYXX               3 SHELVES               1800h x 900w x 460d
CZ181246ZYXX               3 SHELVES                1800h x 1200w x 460d
CZ129046ZYXX               2 SHELVES                1200h x 900w x 460d
CZ909046ZYXX              1 SHELF                      900h x 900w x 450d
CZ703530ZYXX               1 SHELF                       700h x 350w x 300d
CZ709046ZYXX              1 SHELF                       700H x 900W x 460d

WALL CUPBOARDS
CZ855725ZYXX                  1 SHELF                  570h x 850w x 255d

MULTI COMPARTMENT LOCKERS
Alternative Locker designs to suit your requirements.

The popular Duo, Staff and Clean & Dirty Locker range enables the user to store valuables along with a vertical compartment for 
hanging a coat. Flat Garment Locker tier compartments can be accessed individually or through a master door and allow ironed 
garments to be distributed. Garment Disposal Lockers are perfect for collecting used garments.

MULTI COMPARTMENT LOCKERS - 1800H
DUO LOCKERS LG184545D 450w x 450d
STAFF LOCKERS LG184545S 450w x 450d
CLEAN & DIRTY LOCKER LG184545G 450w x 450d

GARMENT LOCKERS - 1800H
5 TIER FLAT GARMENT                       LF1838455            380w x 450d
10 TIER FLAT GARMENT                      LF183845N 380w x 450d
GARMENT DISPOSAL LOCKER         LF1838451 380w x 450d

COLOUR OPTIONS

Please add corresponding letters to the end of the code

RXX GXX LXX UXX BXX YXX

It is vital that employers and employees comply with the control  
of hazardous substances in all working environments.  
Supplied with height adjustable spill-retaining galvanised shelves 
and integral liquid-tight sump.
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PROTECTOR DUO SECURITY SAFE

PROTECTOR 
DUO KEY

Key lock Safe(73kgs)  
EXTERNAL 450w x 380d x 350h

INTERNAL 390w x 300d x 290h

 

A sturdy, compact safe with a manufacturers 
insurance rating of  4k cash and  40k 
valuables. The safe has a lockable internal 
compartment for extra security and is ideal 
for small office/home office environments.

PROTECTOR 
DOMESTIC 
SAFE 
DS2535K

Key lock safe (11kgs)

External 350W x 250D x 250H

Internal 240W x 180D x 240H

 

PROTECTOR 
SIRIUS 250E

Key lock 250E safe (11kgs)

External 350W x 250D x 250D

Internal 240W x 180D x 240H

 

PROTECTOR 
SIRIUS 350E

Electronic 350E safe (17kgs)  
External 350W x 360D x 380H

Internal 340W x 316D x 370H 

 

PROTECTOR 
SIRIUS 610E

Electronic 610E safe (29kgs)

External 450W x 380D x 610H

Internal 440W x 316D x 600H

 

PROTECTOR 
SIRIUS 810E

Electronic 81E safe (40kgs) 

External 490W x 400D x 810H

Internal 480W x 336D x 800H

 

PROTECTOR 
SIRIUS 
LAPTOP SAFE

Key lock laptop safe (16kgs)

External 430W x 350D x 200H

Internal 420W x 300D x 190H

 

PROTECTOR 
SIRIUS 
LAPTOP SAFE

Electronic laptop safe (16kgs)

External 430W x 350D x 200H

Internal 420W x 300D x 190H

 

SECURITY PRODUCTS
.

SECURITY PRODUCTS
.

EUROGRADE SECURITY SAFES 

PREMIUM SECURITY SAFES

CERTIFIED SECURITY SAFES - EN14450 S2

A range of Eurograded safes, independently tested and certified to 
Grade 1 (EN1143-1). Meeting an insurance rating of  10k cash &  100k 
valuables, the DRS Prisma is perfect for protecting high value items for 
most commercial and office environments.  Key lock is standard with 
optional electronic lock priced on request.

A great value option for securing items and documents.   
Available in different sizes.

DRS Vector is independantly tested and certified to EN14450 S2 ECB-S, 
with an insurance rating of £4k or £40k valuables.  All sizes feature an 
adjustable shelf and fixing kit.

DS2535K 
Includes removable shelf 
Key lock (6.5kgs) 
External 350w x 250d x 250h 
Internal 349w x 206d x 247h

DRS VECTOR 1K 
Key lock (44kgs) 
External 450w x 385d x 330h 
Internal 390w x 296d x 270h

DRS VECTOR 3K 
Key lock (65kgs) 
External 450w x 385d x 600h 
Internal 390w x 296d x 540h

DS2535E 
Includes removable shelf 
Electronic lock (9.5kgs) 
External 350w x 250d x 250h 
Internal 347w x 204d x 247h

DRS VECTOR 1E  
Electronic lock (44kgs) 
External 450w x 385d x 330h 
Internal 390w x 296d x 270h

DRS VECTOR 3E 
Electronic lock (65kgs) 
External 450w x 385d x 600h 
Internal 390w x 296d x 540h

DS4040E 
Includes removable shelf 
Electronic lock (18kgs) 
External 400w x 350d x 400h 
Internal 397w x 297d x 397h

DRS VECTOR 2K 
Key lock (52kgs) 
External 450w x 385d x 450h 
Internal 390w x 296d x 390h

DRS VECTOR 7K 
Key lock (87kgs) 
External 500w x 450d x 700h 
Internal 440w x 361d x 640h

DRS VECTOR 2E 
Electronic lock (44kgs) 
External 450w x 385d x 330h 
Internal 390w x 296d x 270h

DRS VECTOR 7E 
Electronic lock (87kgs) 
External 500w x 450d x 700h 
Internal 440w x 361d x 640h

DS2044E 
designed to fit most laptops 
Electronic lock (12kgs) 
External 440w x 3576d x200h 
Internal 437w x 330d x 197h

DRS PRISMA  
G1/S0 KEY

Key lock safe (41kgs)  

DRS PRISMA  
G1/S0 E

Electronic safe (41kgs)

External 390w x 265d x 350h

Internal 300w x 145d x 270h

 

DRS PRISMA  
G1/S1 KEY

Key lock safe (61kgs)  

DRS PRISMA  
G1/S1 E

Electronic safe (61kgs)

External 420w x 445d x 430h

Internal 330w x 325d x 350h

 

DRS PRISMA  
G1/S2 KEY

Key lock safe (76kgs)  

DRS PRISMA  
G1/S2 E

Electronic safe (76kgs)

External 420w x 445d x 600h

Internal 330w x 325d x 520h

 

PROTECTOR SECURITY CUPBOARDS 

LLOYD 90D 
CUPBOARD

Protector Standard Cupboard

External 930w x 520d X 1950h

Internal 830w x 400d x 1785h

 

LLOYD 120D 
CUPBOARD

Protector Plus Cupboard

 External 1200w x 520d X 1950h

Internal 1100w x 400d x 1785h

 

A great value solution for protecting multiple documents from theft.  Available in  
2 sizes they are ideal for commercial, schools & colleges and healthcare 
environments. Both sizes feature adjustable shelves and hold 50 and 65 lever-arch 
folders respectively.

DS6540E 
Includes removable shelf 
Electronic lock (35kgs) 
External 650w x 350d x 400h 
Internal 397w x 304d x 647h
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SECURITY PRODUCTS
.

DAY DEPOSIT SAFES

PROTECTOR DAY 
DEP MP1

Key lock safe (25kgs)

PROTECTOR DAY 
DEP MP1E

Electronic safe (25kgs)

External 250w x 250d x 290h

Internal 244w x 212d x 380h

A solid day deposit safe featuring retaining key lock, lockable deposit compartment, 
anti-fish drop. The MP range is a great solution for larger deposits for most 
commercial environments and is available with key lock or electronic lock options as 
standard.

DEPOSIT SAFES

DRS NEUTRON 
DEPOSIT G0/S1

Key lock safe (118kgs)

External 480w x 460d x 650h 

Internal 280w x 300d x 280h

DRS NEUTRON 
DEPOSIT G0/S2

Key lock safe (137kgs)

External 480w x 460d x 830h  

Internal 280w x 300d x 460h

The DRS Neutron range provides excellent protection for storing large amounts of 
cash and high value items.  A manufacturers insurance rating of  6k cash and  60k 
valuables    featuring a secure lockable drawer and key retaining locking deposit 
compartments helps provide you with extra peace of mind.

FIRE RESISTANT SECURITY PRODUCTS
Ideal for protecting  documents from fire and theft.

FEATURES 
Independently tested and certified for 90 mins protection against fire (NT Fire-017 90P)

Ideal choice for protecting large quantities of documents

Meets exam paper storage requirements

Independently locking drawer system for selective access

Electronic lock available, extra cost & lead time

Data box for protecting magnetic media also available on request PO

PROTECTOR FIRE RESISTANT FILING CABINETS

PROTECTOR PREMIUM SECURITY SAFES 

PROTECTOR 
DROP SLOT

External 150w x 150d x 290h

Internal 145w x 145d x 285h

A robust drop slot deposit box with detachable lid for access to the contents. Ideal for 
depositing cash, cards, keys.

PROTECTOR PREMIUM SECURITY SAFES 

A perfect cash handling system for small everyday deposits.  Can be secured under 
the counter storing up to 350 notes and a detachable notes container.

PROTECTOR 
CASH DEPOSIT

External 100w x 190d x225h

PROTECTOR FIRE RESISTANT SAFES  
- 120 MIN PROTECTION

PROTECTOR 120 
MIN ES-045

Electronic laptop safe (110kgs)

External 479w x 467d x 629h

Internal 326w x 304d x 475h

PROTECTOR 120 
MIN ES-065

Electronic laptop safe (137kgs)

External 549w x 507d x 669h

Internal 398w x 346d x 519h

PROTECTOR 120 
MIN ES-080

Electronic laptop safe (165kgs)

External 580w x 507d x 791h

Internal 416w x 346d x 638h

Independently certified and tested to Fire Resistant classification NT Fire-017 120P, 
the Protector 120 range will protect paper and digital media from fire for up to 120 
mins.  Available in 3 sizes featuring an electronic lock with LCD.

PROTECTOR FIRE RESISTANT SAFES  
- 60 MIN PROTECTION

PROTECTOR 60 
MIN EM-15

Electronic safe (27kgs)

External 390w x 320d x 296h

Internal 310w x 215d x 216h

PROTECTOR 60 
MIN ES-20

Electronic laptop safe (49kgs)

External 480w x 388d x 345h

Internal 355w x 260d x 220h

PROTECTOR 60 
MIN ES-031D

Electronic laptop safe (60kgs)

External 410w x 445d x 520h

Internal 305w x 320d x 415h

Independently certified and tested to Fire Resistant classification NT Fire-017 60P, 
the Protector 60 range will protect paper and digital media from fire for up to 60 
mins.  Available in 3 sizes featuring an electronic lock with LCD.

W9226 SF-680-4DK  

External 528wx 678d x 1506h   

Internal 386w x 525d x 242h

W9227 SF-680-2DK 

External 528w x 678d x 778h

Internal 386w x 525d x 242H
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OPEN BENCH:

Open storage space under

Standard - Heavy duty - 900 high

900w 3BEO90B 
1200w 3BEO120B 
1500w 3BEO150B 
1800w 3BEO180B 
Contract - Light duty - 900 high

1200w 3CEO120B  
1500w 3CEO150B  
1800w 3CEO180B  

Standard - Heavy duty - 750 high

900w 3BEO90A 
1200w 3BEO120A 
1500w 3BEO150A 
1800w 3BEO180A 
Contract - Light duty - 750 high

1200w 3CEO120A  
1500w 3CEO150A  
1800w 3CEO180A  

OPEN BENCH WITH CENTRE SHELF

Both end and back panels plus a second shelf for enhanced 
storage.

Standard - Heavy duty - 900 high

1200w 3BES120B  
1500w 3BES150B  
1800w 3BES180B 
Contract - Light duty - 900 high

1200w 3CES120B  
1500w 3CES150B  
1800w 3CES180B  
 

Standard - Heavy duty - 750 high

1200w 3BES120A  
1500w 3BES120A  
1800w 3BES120A 
Contract - Light duty - 750 high

1200w 3CES120A  
1500w 3CES150A  
1800w 3CES180A 

CUPBOARD WITH SLIDING LOCKING DOORS

Fully enclosed with both end and back panels, centre shelf and 
lockable sliding doors.

Standard - Heavy duty - 900 high

1200w 3BEC120B  
1500W 3BEC150B  
1800w 3BEC180B 
Standard - Heavy duty - 900 high

1200w 3CEC120B  
1500w 3CEC150B  
1800w 3CEC180B 

Standard - Heavy duty - 750 high

1200w 3BEC120A  
1500w 3BEC150A  
1800w 3BEC180A 
Standard - Heavy duty - 750 high

1200w 3CEC120A  
1500w 3CEC150A  
1800w 3CEC180A 

OPEN BENCH: WITH BOTTOM SHELF: 

Full size lower shelf

Standard - Heavy duty - 900 high

1200w 3BEB120B 
1500w 3BEB150B 
1800w 3BEB180B 
Contract - Light duty - 900 high

1200w 3CEB120B  
1500w 3CEB150B  
1800w 3CEB180B  

Standard - Heavy duty - 750 high

1200w 3BEB120A 
1500w 3BEB150A 
1800w 3BEB180A 
Contract - Light duty - 750 high

1200w 3CEB120A  
1500w 3CEB150A  
1800w 3CEB180A  

SERIES 90
Modular benches for mail rooms and print rooms.

The longest-life mail/print room solutions in the UK. The Standard range is heavy duty – it offers a 
uniquely robust, and long-lasting work surface and/or storage solution for ergonomic and efficient operations.

The tops on the Standard range is 28mm High Pressure laminate with a dark grey edge, and a “Contract”, lighter  
grade melamine faced 25m top is also available for less arduous environments or where budgets are reduced.

Each bench comes with a rugged steel frame and is available in 4 lengths with optional upstands and/or 
mobility castors.

A complete design and installation service is available for complete mail/print room transformation.

COMPASS SORT UNITS

3U1200/20/WB 
4 Column Open Base, 295 wide shelf,   
20 compartment.  1005h x 1200w x 400d

FOUR COLUMN OPEN BASE UNIT COMPACT FOUR COLUMN  OPEN UNIT

3U1200/12/WC  
4 Column Open Base, 295 wide shelf,  
12 compartment.  645h x 1200w x 400d 

FOUR COLUMN BENCH  MOUNTED UNIT

3U1200/24/WA
4 Column Open Base, 295 wide shelf, 
12 compartment. 645h x 1200w x 400d 

A4 EASI SORT  
318mm w x 343mm d compartments

3SCS06   1016 high with 24 compartments   

EXTRA WIDE 
406mm w x 343mm d compartments

3SCS09   915 high with 18 compartment   

EXTRA DEEP 
318mm w x 457mm d compartments

3SCS08   1016 high with 24 compartments   

A4 EXACT SORT  
318mm w x 343mm d compartments

3SCS02   915 high with 18 compartments   

SORTING SYSTEMS
Modular sorting systems for mail rooms and print rooms.

FLEXIBUILD UNITS
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Maturity Range Late Signature

Analogue

Prompt

Stage

Occasion

Present

Forward

Sequence

Everlasting

Span

Generation

Occurance

Splitsecond

Chapter

Measure

Memo

Endurance

Calendar

Perennial

Lifetime

Forecast

UPHOLSTERY FABRICS
Camira – Era.

Era is a subtle, two tone polyester fabric containing stretch in both directions for ease of upholstery. 
The baby herringbone weave offers an understated contemporary texture while its colouring 
technique provides close up intrigue. The palette incorporates playful brights and sophisticated 
muted tones.

Apple YS096Appledore YS077 Bonaire YS172 Blizzard YS081

Tobago YS030

Lobster YS076

Sombrero YS046

Calypso YS106

Tarot YS084

Tonga YS160

Osumi YS171

Curacao YS005

Slip YS094Aruba YS108

Ocean YS100

Havana YS009

Padang YS145

Scuba YS082

Windjammer YS047

UPHOLSTERY FABRICS
Camira  – Xtreme.

A huge range of fabrics and colours are available.  
Please contact your local sales office for a free fabric sample card.
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UPHOLSTERY FABRICS
 Camira – Phoenix.

UPHOLSTERY FABRICS
 Camira – Advantage.

A huge range of fabrics and colours are available.  
Please contact your local sales office for a free fabric sample card.

Wine – AD020 Grape – AD029

Fox – AD119 Leaf – AD030 Turquoise – AD027 Cobalt – AD004

Largo – AD112Aztec – AD113 Mineral – AD010Sea Blue – AD017

Teal – AD120Raspberry – AD127 Adriatic – AD001 Nightshade – AD011

Peat – AD131

Shamrock – AD121 Riviera – AD123 Trent – AD214 Granite – AD009

Sandvale – AD106Beetroot – AD116 Charcoal – AD028 Black – AD055

Cinnamon – AD111 Cranberry – AD005 Persian – AD101 Trident – AD124

Red – AD014Fjord – AD125 Pewter – AD072 Tawny – AD098

Damson – AD093 Aqua – AD002 Kingfisher – AD122Delta Blue – AD026

Clipper – AD126 Purple – AD118 Graphite – AD066 Hobbit – AD213

Oasis – AD117

A huge range of fabrics and colours are available.  
Please contact your local sales office for a free fabric sample card.

Sandstorm – YP107 Olympic – YP113

Bluebell – YP097Ocean – YP100Montserrat – YP011 Calypso – YP106

Costa – YP026 Arawak – YP016 Bluefield – YP021Blizzard – YP081

Taboo – YP045Scuba – YP082 Cayman – YP024 Havana – YP009

Jamaica – YP027 Tobago – YP030Sombrero – YP046 Lobster – YP076

Solano – YP110 Nougat – YP111Paseo – YP019Guyana – YP051

Apple – YP108 Campeche – YP112 Parasol – YP109 Curacao – YP005

Windjammer – YP047Rainforest – YP114 Belize – YP105Tarot – YP084
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SCREEN FABRICS
Camira  – Lucia.

Lucia is an ever popular crepe weave synthetic panel fabric. It’s manufactured from 100% recycled 
polyester saving virgin raw materials and for a reduced environmental footprint. With a non lustrous 
appearance, its bold and bright colour palette is designed to complement the Xtreme range for 
upholstery. 

Glass - EJ004

Lead - EJ104

Inverness - EJ175

Hillswick - EJ190

Spray - EJ033

Adriatic - EJ154

Fair Isle - EJ186

Lerwick - EJ194

Carron- EJ015

Galilee - EJ125

Vit - EJ184

Lomond - EJ192

Merrick- EJ048

Chaucer - EJ172

Easdale - EJ188

Denny - EJ196

Walten- EJ011

Dolphin - EJ105

Cluanie - EJ180

Shetland - EJ191

Tummel - EJ038

Clan - EJ169

Lora - EJ187

Maree - EJ195

Portland - EJ016

Black - EJ138

Staffa - EJ185

Beltane - EJ193

Cara - EJ076

Austen - EJ173

Ronay - EJ189

Lossie - EJ197

SCREEN FABRICS
Camira – Cara.

Cara is a plain weave panel fabric available in a wide selection of commercial colourways. One of our 
most popular vertical surface fabrics, Cara is used extensively on desk screens, wallsides and on pin 
boards.

Adobo – YB165

Reef – YB085

Montserrat – YB011

Buru – YB170

Arecibo – YB099

Lobster – YB087

Ocean – YB100

Sandstorm – YB302

Bermuda – YB084

Aruba – YB093

Scuba – YB089

Taboo – YB045

Bluebell – YB097

Steel – YB095

Turtle – YB098

Tarot – YB090

Slip – YB094

Calypso – YB106

Tequila – YB038

Marianna – YB157

Blizzard – YB108

Windjammer – YB047

Martinique – YB004

Tortuga – YB168

Mauve – YB069

Campeche – YB301

Diablo – YB101

Paseo – YB019

Solano – YB088 

Cayman – YB024

Bridgetown – YB102

Jamica – YB027

Curacao – YB005

Costa – YB026

Belize – YB105

Tobago – YB030

Madura – YB156

Oyster – YB107

Sombrero – YB046

Blufield – YB021

Apple – YB096

Havana – YB009

Rum – YF086
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OUR INTERIOR SERVICES

Email us at furniture@officeteam.co.uk

or call us on 01952 685 333




